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General Presentation of Varna Candidate for EYC 2017
Varna is the third largest city in Bulgaria in terms of residents, commuters and GDP. It is located in the north east part
of the country on the coast of the Black Sea and is recognized as the sea capital of Bulgaria. The heritage from the long
history of the city is the interesting ethnic background of our city – the Roma, Armenian, Russian, Turkish, Jewish and
other traditional and new minority groups who coexist in the city.
Varna is also home to a total of 2,500 university staff and researchers and over 30,000 students. There are over 40 private
and public educational institutions for young people aged 13-19 years, including secondary education, vocational training, and special needs schools.
Being the first Bulgarian city with its own Local Volunteer Youth Service Program initiated by the Municipality, the city is
meets every year hundreds of young people volunteer in many NGO, public bodies and campaigns.
For numerous reasons the city has been nationally recognized as youth capital of Bulgaria. It is “the youngest” town in
the country, popular with the authorities’ positive attitude towards the problems and opinions of youngsters. Based on
the common wish to pursue development in a European context, Varna Municipality is investing efforts and resources
in the implementation of adequate policies regarding the youth of Varna. In the last five years, the local youth policy has
developed with notable speed compared to other municipalities in the country and such acknowledgment can be heard
at various national and European events as well as in statements by different youth organisations at home and abroad.
In the past few years there has been a visible trend among youth organisations and groups to design and implement
activities with a strong focus on entertainment. Several youth festival of varying scale, street contests and parties, urban
art events have been able to attract big and diverse audiences and translate their social message trough easily accessible
activities and means of communication.
The tourist profile of the city foregrounds a naturally positive attitude towards such forms of entertainment and communication among young people, often involving sought interaction with people who come from different countries and
speak different languages. Having identified this as a successful practice in youth work and an up-to-date direction for
youth policy, some youth organizations and the municipality are seeking ways to bridge its format and more serious social
aspects of young people’s participation in community life. How will that become possible? By sharing and exporting the
good practice of youth work through entertainment as well as by hosting a large international forum where young people
from other European countries and their organizations invited to experience, showing and share.
As most of the good European youth practices and initiatives are coming from Western and Central Europe, part of the
motivation of our team is to show the development and specifics of the youth policy in Eastern Europe, in countries from
the ex-Soviet Union which have realized and seen the idea of democracy and active citizenship through a different perspective. It includes also the promotion of Eastern European/Balkan countries among the rest of the young Europeans as
places which can offer adequate and attractive youth space providing enough opportunities to European youngsters for
personal, civic and professional development as well as for healthy free time youth activities.
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Information on the applicant city
The applicant is free to present the city, focusing on the youth perspective (max. 1500 words). (a. History; b.
Existing Youth structures, c. Youth support services, d. Structures and Policies; e. EU and inter-city,
f. inter-regional relations; g. other).
VARNA IS THE THIRD LARGEST CITY IN BULGARIA IN TERMS OF RESIDENTS, COMMUTERS AND GDP. It
is located in the north-east part of the country, with the City of Varna being the centre of the district administration. Varna
has been a key port in the Black Sea region for centuries, which has directly affected the population of the city in terms
of cultural diversity. VARNA IS ONE OF THE FEW CITIES IN BULGARIA WITH A POSITIVE POPULATION
GROWTH, WHILE THE POPULATION OF BULGARIA AND EUROPE IS GENERALLY DECREASING.
THERE ARE OVER 40 PRIVATE AND PUBLIC EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE AGED
13-19 YEARS, including secondary education, vocational training, and special needs schools. The city is a popular university centre hosting 5 universities in the areas of technology, economics, medicine, tourism, maritime, and a private
university with various departments and active international academic collaboration. Varna is home to over 30,000 Bulgarian and international students.
The National Astronomical Observatory and Planetarium, Varna Eco Park/University Botanical Gardens, Fanagoria historical complex, local water sports facilities are key locations for youth-led activities fostering youth initiative, experiential
learning, preservation of the environment, and healthy development of young people.
ARCHEOLOGIC VENUES SUCH AS THE ROCK MONASTERY AND THE ROMAN BATHS, AMONG OTHERS,
HELP BUILDING YOUNG PEOPLE’S AWARENESS ABOUT THE CITY’S AND EUROPE’S RICH HISTORY AND
THE INTERLINKED HISTORY OF CULTURES AND CIVILIZATIONS.
Tourism is of foremost importance with suburban beachfront resorts attracting millions of visitors each year. Varna is
home to unique museum collections of international significance, professional visual art companies and art festivals as
well as a developing contemporary art and cultural scene. Over the past few decades, Varna has developed as a festival
centre of international standing.
THE CITY HOSTS OVER 25 MAJOR INTERNATIONAL FESTIVALS ANNUALLY, IN THE FIELDS OF MUSIC,
FILM, POETRY, VIDEO ART, THEATRE & PUPPETRY, PHOTOGRAPHY, BALLET, FOLKLORE and CONTEMPORARY ARTS.
Drawing on the living legacy of its festival culture and its own successful public activities, the youth sector in Varna has
created one of the biggest youth festivals in Bulgaria – The Funcity Youth Festival. FUNCITY IS UNIQUE IN THAT IT
IS INITIATED AND ORGANISED EXCLUSIVELY BY LOCAL YOUTH NGOS, YOUTH GROUPS AND YOUNG
PEOPLE. The Municipality’s financial and logistic support for the festival is one example of the effective structured dialogue with the youth sector.
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VARNA MUNICIPALITY HAS THE FIRST BUDGET FOR YOUTH ACTIVITIES (SEPARATE FROM
EDUCATION ETC.) IN BULGARIA, FUNDING YOUTH PROJECTS THROUGH A LOCAL GRANT
PROGRAMME. THE SPECIAL MUNICIPAL STRUCTURE CREATED IN 2005, the Youth and Sports Directorate, is
the first attempt in Bulgaria towards decentralization in the field of youth policy, and a good practice shared with other
municipalities. The target groups of the Directorate are young people from 13 to 35 years. Currently employed are twelve
youth experts and four sport experts coordinating projects, activities, managing events and focusing on capacity building
in youth work. IN TERMS OF YOUTH POLICY, THE CITY HAS BEEN NATIONALLY ACKNOWLEDGED AS THE
YOUTH CAPITAL OF BULGARIA. IN THE PAST SIX YEARS, LOCAL YOUTH WORK HAS GROWN NOTABLY
WITH A BIG YOUTH FESTIVAL AND ADMISSION TO THE FINALS WITH ITS EYC 2015 AND 2016 APPLICATIONS.
THE REGIONAL YOUTH COUNCIL of VARNA was created as a union of 24 youth organisations based in Varna
(or local branches of national organisations), with two representatives of each organisation – member and observer.
It promotes the civic, social, and economic rights of young people in Varna and the region, stimulates dialogue, builds
trust and mutual support among the young people, organizes and supports youth events and supports all members of the
Regional Youth Council of Varna in organizing projects with common goals.
THE YOUTH FORUM OF PARTNERSHIP WITH THE LOCAL AUTHORITIES was established in 2001 and is
based on the principles of the European Charter for the participation of young people in local and regional life.
Members are more the 60 youth and youth-orientated non-governmental organisations. The Youth Forum functions as a
union of youth and non-governmental organisations, institutions and individuals signing an Agreement for collaboration
with the Mayor of Varna. Every year its member organisations of the Forum vote and implement their own programme
of activities for the year ahead supported by the municipality.ional level.

THE REPRESENTATIVE BODY OF THE YOUTH FORUM IS THE CONSULTATIVE YOUTH COUNCIL /CYC/. It
includes representation of its member organisations divided into groups depending on their areas of interest and activities. CYC has 33 young members elected by a quota by the separate groups in the Forum, meeting with the Mayor of Varna
and discussing topical issues on regular basis.
WWW.VARNANAMLADITE.COM WEBSITE & “VARNA OF THE YOUTH” BULLETIN are the information channels
of the Youth and Sports Directorate which provide information about current and future events and activities at local level
as well as in Bulgaria and in Europe.
There are TWO YOUTH INFORMATION AND CONSULTING CENTERS - “VARNA” AND “VARNA OF THE
YOUTH” located in the central area of the city. They are open to all young people and are co-funded by the Youth Activities and Sports Directorate.
The INFORMATION EURODESK LOCAL RELAY is part of the Youth European information network from 2003. It
provides information about youth programmes, exchanges, initiatives, trips, trainings etc. in Europe. It is acknowledged
as the most actively working local relay in the country since 2006.
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TOWARD STRUCTURED DIALOGUE WITH YOUNG PEOPLE
Since 2008 Varna has been hosting annual national debate meetings, organised jointly with the National Youth
Forum – Bulgaria and Youth Society for Peace and Development of the Balkans /YSPDB/. The 2013 topic was non-formal education and its contribution to developing specific skills and competencies by young people, to building civic competence and understanding European values. The project aimed at facilitating good understanding of structured dialogue
is funded by, the now transformed, Youth In Action Programme and provides a meeting place to representatives of national youth councils in South-European countries from all sectors working with young people at local, regional or national
level. Thanks to the active role of all participants positive changes have already taken place in different regions in Bulgaria.
The LOCAL VOLUNTEER SERVICE was established in 2007 and it is the first administrative attempt to spread the
idea of non-formal learning through voluntary activities in Bulgaria.
At the national level the city has developed contacts and relationships with other regions of Bulgaria, local networks and
youth representative bodies (both governmental and non-governmental), aiming at achieving result-oriented partnerships focused at specific common activities and concrete steps in supporting the development of the youth policy of the
city as key part of the national youth policy.
The applications of Varna for EYC2015 and EYC2016 has provided the city with VALUABLE OPPORTUNITIES TO
FORM PRODUCTIVE RELATIONS WITH OTHER APPLICANT CITIES AND BENEFICIARIES OF THE TITLE
EUROPEAN YOUTH CAPITAL such as A Coruña (Spain), Thessaloniki (Greece), Torino (Italy), Braga (Portugal),
Maribor (Slovenia), Cluj-Napoca (Romania), Ganja (Azerbaijan) and Ivanovo (Russia). Seen by the team as a great
advantage and fresh know-how to EYC2017, the contribution has come through meetings with municipality and other
EYC teams, participation in experience exchange among cities applying for EYC, planning of common approaches and
activities to strengthen youth policies and young people participation, and exchanges to foster long-term partnerships in
the youth field.
Commitment to joint initiatives in the Black Sea Region is a growing trend, with some universities and specialized
non-governmental organisations taking a leading role in this area.
Collaboration with Thessaloniki and Cluj-Napoca is part also of the intraregional collaboration in terms not only of
shared experience on the application but of similar logistics and regional specificity in terms of cultural and social
background.
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Hosting infrastructure
Please indicate the capacity of your city to host youth representatives during European and International
meetings (max. 300 words).
Varna is the third largest city in
Bulgaria. Located on the coast of the
black sea, the city is provided with all
important transport communications.
Varna international airport provides
connections to 56 countries and 100
cities all over the world. The railway
and bus stations provide connections
to all important locations in the country and abroad.
Being one of the largest tourist cities
in the country and due to its close
location to some of the most famous
black sea resorts, the city is provided
with variety of lodging facilities – the
total amount of different means of

accommodation exceeds 500, including hostels and camping sites and the
number of hotels is 242 offering more
than 86966 beds. All places are located
within 30 minutes from the city centre.
The available infrastructure suitable
for international meetings and events
includes the palace of culture and
sports whose largest hall has capacity
of 2,900 seats.
Key Varna landmark, the festival and
congress centre offers another 11 multifunctional halls. The city also has
drama and state puppet theatres, opera theatre, an open air amphitheatre,
29 community centres, 26 art galleries.

The city hall and the municipal youth
centre are also provided with several large halls with various capacities.
Some of the hotels allow development
of congress tourism and provide halls
for multiple purposes. There are three
city stadiums and number of sporting
playgrounds. Due to the application
of Varna for eyc2017, several projects
and initiatives started in the city for
reconstructing the existing infrastructure and creating a new one, so
that the city of Varna can have a more
youth-friendly and attractive environment.

INFORMATION ON
THE APPLICANT
CITY
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Map of Locations
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Executive summary

l
The Business Mode
Canvas
of INNOWAVE
n
Varna 2017, Europea
Youth Capital

WHAT IS THIS?
This is the Executive Summary of Varna’s Bid for the
European Youth Capital 2017 title.
WHAT IS A BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS?
A business model describes the rationale of how an
organization creates, delivers and captures value.
WHAT IS VARNA?
Varna is Bulgaria’s second largest city, the epicenter of
the youth movement in this country.
WHY A BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS?
If we can make the reader understand through on postits what we aim to achieve, then our model is valid.

10
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1. Target Groups

MAIN TARGET GROUP
Young people aged 18-24
from Europe, Bulgaria, Varna

SECONDARY TARGET
GROUP
Young people aged 25-34
from Europe, Varna, Bulgaria

ADDITIONAL TARGET
GROUP
Young people aged 14-17

INSTITUTIONAL
Youth NGOs based in Europe, Bulgaria, Varna

INSTITUTIONAL
European, Bulgarian and Varna-based public institutions

INSTITUTIONAL
European, Bulgarian and Varna-based senior NGOs and
private companies
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2. Value Propositions

Empowering youth participation through social innovation.

12

Transforming Varna into
one of the strongest youth
hubs of Europe with a key
focus on the Black Sea
Region.

Building a general sense of
trust among individuals and
organizations involved in
youth-participation related
initiative.

Creating a bridge and interaction between European
level youth policies and
grassroots youth initiatives.

Putting social innovation
in value as a tool for youth
funding, fundraising and resource mobilization.

Enhancing the role of the
youth generation in shaping
Varna’s and Bulgaria’s European future.
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3. Relationships

Personal connection
through individual experience in social innovation

Personal connection
through individual experience in social innovation

On-spot and virtual experience enabling personal and
institutional connections
regardless of location
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4. Channels

PERSONAL INTERACTION:
through the events, trainings and operational editorial activities in the project.

INSTRUMENTS FOR CO-CREATION: a virtual world where
a person can act by himself/
herself and can share his/
her individual experience
towards others.

FULL ACCESS TO INDIVIDUAL EXPERIENCES: outputs
of these experiences are
promoted also through the
own communication channels of the European Youth
Capital Programme.

SOCIAL MEDIA: operational
relation with target groups
who cannot be present
physically in the location of
activities (mostly in Varna).

PARTNER MEDIA: any professional output can be best
promoted to target groups
through partner media institutions.

14
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5. Revenue Streams

LOCAL ADMINISTRATION:
EST. 43%

PRIVATE SPONSORS, GRANT
SCHEMES: EST. 42%

MERCHANDISING AND
EVENT INCOME: EST. 3%
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NATIONAL INSTITUTIONS:
EST. 10%

CROWDFUNDING: EST. 2%

TOTAL:
EST. 4,950,000
EUR
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6. Key Resources

LOGISTICS: Black Sea Youth
Center, open and closed
locations, event logistics
and communication and PR
tools, monitoring and information system

FINANCIAL: direct institutional contributions, private
sector, grant schemes and
non-conventional resources

KNOW-HOW: professional
expertize for management,
M&E and Communication

KNOW-HOW: youth policy
and structured dialogue
expertize from youth and
senior partners

HUMAN: joint management
scheme, youth professionals, volunteers, open platform human resources

16
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7. Key Activities

Key Flagship Projects

Open Platform for
Collaboration
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Key events, and key
calendar dates

Monitoring and Information
System
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8. Key Partnerships

Local Action Group of Youth
(LAG-Y)
VARNA

Joint Management Scheme
(JMC)
VARNA

18

Joint Management Scheme
(JMC)
VARNA

European Advisory Board
(EAB)
EUROPE
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9. Cost Structure
PROGRAMME: 3,450,000 EUR. INVESTMENT,
MANAGEMENT AND COMMUNICATION: 1,500,000 EUR

ACTIVE PARTICIPATION OF
YOUNG PEOPLE IN SOCIETY
795,000 EUR - 22%

OPEN SPACE FOR YOUTH
CULTURE
414,000 EUR - 12%

INFORMAL LEARNING AND
INTERGENERATIONAL DIALOGUE
690,000 EUR - 20%

INNOVATION IN YOUTH EMPLOYMENT
483,000 EUR - 14%

MULTICULTURALISM AND
INTEGRATION
483,000 EUR - 14%

INTERNATIONAL YOUTH COOPERATION
621,000 EUR-18%
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How Did We Get Here

Varna’s Third Bid for the European Youth Capital title
How Did We Get Here, Where Are We Heading To?
This year Varna is at its third bid for the European Youth Capital title. We came a long way since our first application
form was submitted in 2015, getting more committed to this goal and more confident about our capacity to reach it every
time we started the application process all over again. In fact, if we look back at this almost four-year-long process during
which we entered the finals of the competition three times, we can see the maturing of a dream through growing desire
and increasing energy for improvement.
Not losing the enthusiasm, realizing the great importance and impact of the process itself and focusing on the many
important results we can build on thanks to these four years of commitment to youth development was not always an
easy task, but it definitely strengthened our will and taught us a lot.
The initiatives undertaken through last year’s candidacy of Varna led to a number of positive changes, which made the
cooperation between the Municipality and the youth sector stronger and more sustainable, and initiated the preparation
and implementation of initiatives contributing to the cooperation of Varna Municipality with other past, present and
future EYCs, involving them in already launched mutual projects and partnerships and working together with them in
professionally framing their network and the best models for EYC Programmes.
IT IS A COMMITMENT, A VERY STRONG ONE FOR VARNA’S REPEATED AIM TO WIN THE EUROPEAN
YOUTH CAPITAL TITLE.
We present you a short summary on how do we consider our own position with this third candidacy which already made
it into the third phase.
Consolidated cooperation
TWO CONSUMED AND A THIRD ONGOING PROCESS FOR BIDDING FOR THE EUROPEAN YOUTH CAPITAL TITLE HAS MANAGED TO GENERATE A NOW MEDIUM TERM COOPERATION BETWEEN PUBLIC
AUTHORITIES AND THE YOUTH SECTOR, EVEN IF IN BULGARIAN AND VARNA LOCAL POLITICS THERE
WERE CHANGES IN RECENT HISTORY.
This cooperation manages to generate better and better concept and a vast pool of actions, project which are already happening thanks to the first two candidacies.
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For example, project based strategic cooperation with other European Youth Capital cities is already in place thanks to
substantial financing from the Youth in Action Programme thanks to join effort of the Varna City Hall and 12 partnering
youth organizations. As much prolonged this cooperation is, it will generate a permanent institutionalization of the youth
sector’s role in urban development processes. And this is mainly what youth participation is about.
Taking a Bigger Step Forward
WE REACHED THE LEVEL WHERE WE CONSIDER THAT YOUTH GENERATION SHALL NOT BE CONSIDERED AS JUST A BENEFICIARY OF POLICIES, DECISIONS, PROJECTS, MEASURES, BUT SHOULD BE A PROACTIVE CONTRIBUTOR IN DIFFERENT AREAS OF ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT AT LOCAL,
REGIONAL, NATIONAL AND EUROPEAN LEVEL.
Thus, this third candidacy already builds on socially much more embedded concept, focusing on the youth’s role in social
innovation, and Varna’s contribution to this process on all levels. The first two bid books of Varna did not focus on a specific concepts, but this third one already does and adds a very important ideology, philosophy to the proposed programme.
WE BELIEVE, THE CANDIDACY ITSELF IS AN EXAMPLE OF EXACTLY WHAT IT PROPOSES: SOCIAL INNOVATION THROUGH YOUTH PARTICIPATION. The bid is a result of young people, proactive leaders or just simple
people adding their resources, time, ideas to a concept that can emerge as a defining tool with not just local, but national
and European impact too.
Cross-Sectorial Approach
Furthermore, we step out of the initial pattern of just focusing on youth by itself, we go further.
THIS TIME, WE PUT A SPECIAL EMPHASIS AND WE BUILD OUR CANDIDACY AROUND SOCIAL INNOVATION AND AROUND THE YOUTH GENERATION’S ROLE IN SOCIAL INNOVATION, AS A PATH TO A LONG
TERM IMPROVEMENT OF QUALITY OF LIFE IN VARNA, IN BULGARIA AND IN EUROPE.
The InnoWave Initiative proposes to give answers under the umbrella of 2017’s European Youth Capital title about how
youth can be part of urban development and of economic and social cohesion, contributing to diminishing disparities, to
change and broaden perspectives and to shape that Europe’s future, in which they will be the leaders, entrepreneurs,
civil activists, the workforce and the main nucleus of society.
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Motivation
The applicant should elaborate on their motivation to gain the EYC title (max. 1500 words).
(Willingness to dedicate time, effort and the necessary resources throughout the one-year period as the EYC.
Willingness to devote itself to youth-related projects and policies that are sustainable and which will last
beyond the EYC year. Motivation in general.)
VARNA 2017 - A LONG-TERM COMMITMENT TO THE CAUSE
This year Varna is at its THIRD BID FOR THE EUROPEAN YOUTH CAPITAL TITLE.
Not losing the enthusiasm, realizing the great importance and impact of the process itself and focusing on the many
important results we can build on thanks to these four years of COMMITMENT TO YOUTH PARTICIPATION AND
YOUTH DEVELOPMENT was not always an easy task, but it definitely strengthened our will and taught us a lot.
The initiatives undertaken through these last four years led to a great number of positive changes in the civil sector, especially in the youth field and strengthened the cooperation between the Municipality and the youth organizations, fostering
STRUCTURED DIALOGUE.
Due to an increasing number of projects focused on YOUTH EMPOWERMENT AND YOUTH PARTICIPATION,
young people became more motivated, acquired the means and were provided the space and the opportunity to participate in and influence decisions which directly affect their lives.
The INTERNATIONAL VISIBILITY AND NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES that the application process has provided us with resulted in a great number of YOUTH MOBILITY PROJECTS, CROSS-BORDER INITIATIVES and
CREATED A STRONG BASE FOR COOPERATION FOR THE MUNICIPALITY OF VARNA WITH PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE EUROPEAN YOUTH CAPITALS.
The city is committed TO BUILD BRIDGES BETWEEN YOUNG PEOPLE AND YOUTH-RELATED
PROJECTS throughout the BLACK SEA REGION, THE BALKANS AND SOUTH-EASTERN EUROPE.

22
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We made URBAN DEVELOPMENT THROUGH YOUTH PARTICIPATION OUR TOP PRIORITY and we proved
that we are ready to invest resources, time and effort for sustainable youth development far beyond a year-long youth
programme, because it has become increasingly important for us.
We are highly motivated to GIVE YOUNG PEOPLE THE CENTER STAGE FOR AN ENTIRE YEAR through a well-designed European Youth Capital programme, but at the same time we are prepared to BUILD THE FOUNDATIONS OF
A SUSTAINABLE YOUTH SECTOR, BEYOND THE EYC PROGRAMME.
The last four years, through this European Youth Capital journey we managed to prove ourselves and our partners the
willingness to invest in helping young people to deal with the challenges and pressures of a society in constant transformation and a European Union at its crossroads. We also identified new challenges and discovered new resources to
help us tackle them. We want to show all of this to Europe and we want to bring Europe closer to us. WE ARE FINALLY
READY TO BECOME THE EUROPEAN YOUTH CAPITAL.

WHY BULGARIA?

BULGARIA IS THE 16TH BIGGEST COUNTRY IN THE EUROPEAN UNION BY POPULATION AND IT HAS
THE SAME NUMBER OF EU VOTES AS AUSTRIA AND SWEDEN.
Moreover, if in the main EU states euroscepticism is on the rise and an important part of the media introduces to the
people the idea that they are the ones who have to “take back” the entire European economy, in Bulgaria, a state newly
integrated in the Union, the population looks rather enthusiastic to the European construction.
It is also a fact, that Bulgaria has become a much more stable country since entering the EU, with corruption-level decreasing, economy healing, social support structures developing. Before 2007 agencies running work internship programmes would place up to 15,000 students abroad, after Bulgaria joining the union the number has dropped to around
6,000. THIS MEANS THAT THERE IS SIMPLY NOT THE SAME DESPERATION TO LEAVE THE COUNTRY
AMONGST YOUNGSTERS AS BEFORE.
Contrary to this, the 2014 EU ELECTIONS TURNOUT SHOWED NOT ONLY A BULGARIAN ELECTORATE
WELL BELOW THE EUROPEAN AVERAGE, but also a slight decrease from the 2009 national turnout (29.22% in
2007, 38.99% in 2009 and 35.50% in 2014).
For the last decade we’ve been repeatedly placed by EU statistics and described by international media as the poorest
country in the European Union, “the melting pot of poverty and corruption”, “the saddest place in the world relative to
income per person” and appeared as the antagonists in the UK scare stories about foreign “invaders”, unhappy people,
trapped in a perpetual crisis, always last and always too late.
But after 23 years of political and economic transition, which has left Bulgaria the poorest country in Europe,
WE ARE THE FIRST TO SAY THAT THINGS MUST CHANGE.
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Statistics also show a high degree of DISCONTENT OF THE BULGARIANS WITH THE STATUS QUO. We
do not have a sugarcoated vision of us, the fact that in the last couple of years we often found ourselves last or in
one of the last places in a number of ratings and studies, ranging from quality of life to innovation potential got
deeply imprinted in our minds.
We can differentiate ourselves from the rest of the world only by the high level of dissatisfaction to what is
happening to us.
We got used not to think of Bulgaria as a leading destination in anything, but rather the periphery of Europe.
The negativity about the situation in our country and cynicism over how things happen here is coupled with
fervent idealism about life in Western Europe, forming a vicious circle: being convinced that Bulgaria is below
average and almost every other country in Europe is above average magnifies the perceived gap between us and
the rest of the world.
This pessimistic and cynical attitude towards our present and future is infectious and by telling this story, by
having this narrative in our minds we keep magnifying and amplifying it. It infects our plans, strategies, actions, our vision and it spreads across our borders. It becomes the story that people hear and re-tell about the
country.
This is exactly why WE ARE DESPERATELY SEARCHING FOR A NEW NARRATIVE, which has the potential of becoming a gospel. And we are searching for A TRULY EUROPEAN ONE. We need to get rid of
all our alibis for inaction; we need the string of hope, with the willpower, the story with a happy-ending we can
believe in and fight for and an optimistic vision of the future, that can be shared with the rest of the world. AND
THIS ALL STARTS IN THE MINDS OF OUR YOUNGSTERS.

WHY VARNA?

We said that Bulgaria doesn’t have a positive story, a coherent narrative to tell. Unfortunately the same goes for
our city. For the eyes of the others we currently combine the reputation of a cheap tourist destination, protests,
poverty, corruption scandals, organized crime, and one of the key archaeological sites in world prehistory with
the oldest golden treasure in the world.
THE EUROPEAN YOUTH CAPITAL TITLE IS OUR CHANCE TO SHOW EUROPE MORE THAN
CHEAP BEACH BARS, CORRUPTION AND STORIES FROM THE DISTANT PAST.
We are ONE OF THE MAJOR HUBS FOR THE BLACK SEA REGION, a city with a vibrant cultural life and a
very diverse ethnic background, with Roma, Armenian, Russian, Turkish, Jewish and other traditional and new
minority groups coexisting in the city.

24
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In the field of youth policy THE CITY HAS BEEN NATIONALLY ACKNOWLEDGED AS THE YOUTH
CAPITAL OF BULGARIA AND HAS BEEN UNOFFICIALLY CALLED THE BULGARIAN CAPITAL OF
NON-FORMAL EDUCATION.
IT IS “THE YOUNGEST” TOWN IN THE COUNTRY, and famous about the authorities’ positive attitude
towards the problems and opinions of youngsters. Based on the common wish to pursue development in a
European context, Varna Municipality is constantly investing efforts and resources in the implementation of
efficient policies regarding youth development.
In the last seven years, THE LOCAL YOUTH POLICY HAS DEVELOPED WITH NOTABLE SPEED compared to other municipalities in the country and such acknowledgment can be heard at various national and
European events as well as in statements by different youth organizations at home and abroad.
Our concept is based on the concept of social innovation, because we are a wide-open field of continuous experimentation, convinced that social change, TRANSFORMATION STARTS WITH THE EMPOWERMENT
OF YOUNG PEOPLE.
This is why we are in a constant search for a person-oriented, multidisciplinary, forward-looking and progressive way to give young people the necessary power to create a viable future for themselves, to be able to adapt
themselves to new and challenging situations in our changing world.
Our Sea Garden is not just the largest landscaped park in the Balkans and an important tourist attraction, but
also A MEETING POINT FOR EUROPEAN YOUNG PEOPLE.
IT IS A PLACE WHERE WE CAN PLANT THE SEEDS OF SOCIAL INNOVATION, COOPERATION,
YOUTH PARTICIPATION AND HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO EXPERIMENT WITH NEW IDEAS.
Thus, Varna truly wants to become THE CAPITAL OF SOCIAL INNOVATION THROUGH THE EUROPEAN YOUTH CAPITAL, a fertile land and ground zero for planting innovative ideas, the space where youth
initiatives have the potential of growing and prospering.
WE CAN BECOME A MODEL TO FOLLOW AND WE ARE VERY MOTIVATED TO LEARN FROM
OTHERS.
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The Process of Building Varna’s 3rd Phase
Candidature for 2017’s European Youth Capital
Actions and measures
The identity and buzzword
of InnoWave

After submitting the concept note, one of the key challenges was to translate the
concept of social innovation put in the context of the European Youth Capital title
and programme into a simple, easy-to-understand slogan, title, buzz word.
InnoWave is the result of a combination of two concepts (Innovation and Making
Waves – making change, transforming society), one being more conceptual, while
the other representing a local characteristic of that very place (Varna), which aims
to empower and mobilize its youth and which wants to offer its space to connect
European young people.
This title, headline is also a result of a participative process involving several youth
leaders, it wasn’t generated by professionals. Hence, its value is even more powerful,
and young people already involved in the bidding process take ownership of it.

The visual imaging of the
‘innowaving’ process

After having a concept and a slogan, we proceeded with creating the visual identity
associated with these elements. It resulted in creating the logo, the graphic representation of the concept, with the buzz word and Varna’s candidate status for 2017.
Further adaptation were made for PR materials in order to achieve a quality visual
representation during the European Youth Event, the Youth Capitals in Action project and other formal and informal meetings.

Cooperation with the National Youth Forum of
Bulgaria

Varna has a special connection and history related to the National Youth Forum of
Bulgaria. Our city is the hometown of the Bulgarian NYF, and a hub city for young
people active in the field of policy making, youth participation, volunteering and
non-formal education. Varna received the full support from the National Youth
Forum and its member organizations during these years of preparation for the EYC
title. With its support, a special policy for promoting Varna’s candidacy, supporting
the cause and organizing special youth related events was put in place. Besides the
NYF bringing important European youth events in Varna (the most recent Black
Sea Youth Forum took place here), there is a systematic focus on promoting Varna
as a unique space for development in the field of youth for NGOs and other organizations from all over the country. Several work meetings with the National Youth
Forum of Bulgaria took place prior to the submission of our proposal, discussions
and agreements being focused on common action on youth employment, youth
entrepreneurship and youth guarantee schemes.

Social Innovation Conference

In order to create among the local community of young people an in-depth understanding of the concept of social innovation as a tool for solving social problems,
at the end of April we organized the first Social Innovation Forum in Varna. The
invited speakers representing different backgrounds – business, consulting, NGOs,
providing good examples for cross-sectorial interaction and partnership, various
creative approaches and successful practices from local and multinational level.
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Online presence, online
media

One of our key focus point during this period was to establish our institutional
presence on the Internet and leave our mark on the web.
Thanks to this process, InnoWave can be identified and spotted on Internet with
the varna2017.bg domain name and other varna2017 references on social media.
Search engines find us, and through this we already are in the process of virtually
connecting people to Varna and to the concept of social innovation.
Our Facebook community got already 4799+ members before third phase of the
application process. We believe, this is just a start, and with social media we will be
able to reach several hundred thousand people.

Background consolidation,
information systems

Information technology represents a key resource for any major programme. In
this context, the official varna2017.bg website is also under construction and will be
launched during the Summer of 2014, while @varna2017.bg official e-mail addresses already work for a quality online communication of the initiative’s team.
We strongly believe the fact that it is impossible to prepare and manage a long-haul
youth programme without proper communication and management systems set in
the initial phases of preparation.
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Coalition of youth NGOs
and the Memorandum

During the last two months of preparation for the second phase of the bidding
process, and implementation of the 4.6 YiA initiative (Youth Capitals in Action),
the team of the Varna Candidate City for EYC 2017 received the strong support
and commitment from locally and nationally represented youth NGOs for further
development of the initiative and to set the vision, actions and priorities. On a specially organized debate on the challenges of the Varna 2017, the represented organizations signed a Memorandum of Understanding in support of the initiative, thus
establishing the ground platform for the Varna Action Group for Youth, keeping
the ethical standards and contributing with their knowledge and competences.

Youth Capitals in Action

The project managed with the coordination of Varna City Hall gathers two main
categories: local youth NGOs involved in participatory activities at urban level, and
representatives of European Youth Capital cities from Torino, Braga, Maribor, Thessaloniki and Cluj-Napoca. The project focuses on four main topics:
1. Large Scale Event Management – the aim of this training is to build upon participants’ skills in the context of large scale event management within the frame of
the European Youth Capital initiative; to develop their knowledge and application
of management processes when working with youth target groups; to enable participants to apply principles of events management to a practical situation based
on the individual experience of each team representing their event management
expertise in organizing European Youth Capital initiatives. Some of the main topics and experiences to be presented and discussed are: event design and themes,
human resources issues, financing and events, sponsorship and fundraising, marketing and communications, the role of information technologies, risk assessment
and management, events law and administration, health and safety requirements,
contingency planning, event operations and ethics, event coordination, team work
and group performance, evaluation, feedback and local legacies.
2. Funding & Fundraising – the main aim of this training is to provoke participants
to effectively share their background and expertise in funding and fundraising to
support their European Youth Capital initiative by summarizing best practices and
successful stories on fundraising; to essentially outline important groundwork that
must be accomplished before starting to look for funding; to learn about the action steps necessary for contacting, engaging and recognizing donors, managing
fundraising events to support the Youth Capital initiative. Some of the main topics
and experiences to be presented and discussed are: developing a fundraising strategy and mindset, drafting fundraising sales pitch, preparing a budget, managing
emotions and dealing with rejection, identifying potential funding sources, raising funds and maintaining donor relationships, communication and presentation
skills, managing meetings, drafting a funding proposal, organizing a fundraising
event, recognizing donors.
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3. Partnership Building – this training focuses on analyzing types and principles
of partnership building necessary to organize a successful European Youth Capital
initiative; how to bring together organizational capabilities and human resources
in the form of skills, experiences and ideas to tackle common problems that are
beyond the capacity of a single organization; which are the main types of partnerships to be developed in order to prepare and implement a European Youth Capital
initiative. Main topics and experiences to be presented and discussed: principles of
partnership – trust, mutuality, solidarity and accountability; types of partnerships
to be developed – networks, coordination and collaboration; requirements of an
effective partnership – roles and involvement of institutions, NGOs, business sector
and local people; sources of conflicts in a partnership, how to address and reduce
conflicts; joint management of activities
4. Volunteers Management – the main aim of this training is to identify the elements of the successful volunteer management within European Youth Capital
initiatives, to provoke participants to assess their own volunteers’ management
strengths and needs within each of the elements; to explore each element of the
volunteers management cycle through a variety of activities and discussions; to create a common ground for sharing expertise and resources between participants in
order to improve their volunteers management skills. Main topics and experiences
to be presented and discussed: preparing volunteers’ needs analysis and profiles,
recruiting and selecting volunteers; orientation and induction programmes for volunteers – training, mentoring and coaching, teaching by example, dealing with difficult volunteers; retention of volunteers – time, talents and tasks, volunteer-mentor
matching process, effective communication, engagement and in-service trainings,
recognition events; developing an action plan and administrating the process of
volunteers management.
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European Youth Event

In the period of 9-11 May 2014 the team of Varna Candidate city for EYC2017
undertook the challenge to participate at the European Youth Event in Strasbourg,
FRANCE. Varna’s delegation consisted of 27 persons, representatives of the Varna
2017 team, the National Youth forum of Bulgaria and the Youth University Television, based in Sofia.
Varna also had its special stand on the Yo!Fest having an opportunity to spread the
word about the InnoWave concept of the city, the process of candidacy, the great
potential of the youth work development and its vision and experience related with
shaping European youth policy.

FUNCITY Festival

The 3rd edition of the annual youth festival of Varna took place this year. This is
a unique youth event on a national scale, organized by the Varna Youth Festival
Association, the Varna EYC 2017 team and the Municipality of Varna.

International Youth Day

The International Youth Day events took place in the suburbs of Varna, as a
great step towards fostering the practice for more effective inclusion of larger part of young people and Varna citizens in the urban development processes.
The programme consisted of the preparation and implementation of a series of
events related with youth participation and inclusion through simulative games.
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Varna Candidate city for
EYC 2017 meets Ganja
EYC2016

Hosting a delegation of Ganja EYC2016 in Varna. Meeting with the youth sector of
Varna aiming to present the candidacy of the EYC and to set a beginning of cooperation between the two cities, provision of conditions for networking between the
youth organizations and development of youth policy in the Easteuropean region.

Varna V1 Challenge
Championship

An intercity Volkicar racing championship (Car-race) conducted in support of
Varna’s candidacy for EYC2017

Forum “Key”- InnoWave
edition

Motivation (TED conferences type event) event for young individuals and NGOs
conducted in support of candidacy of Varna for EYC 2017. http://forum-klyuch.
info/event/varna-innowave/
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Annual meeting of United Business Clubs, Varna
2014

Participation in the annual meeting of the association of Bulgarian SMEs “United
Business Clubs” (UBC), hosted by the Municipality of Varna.
During the event the United Business Clubs stated their support to Varna’s candidacy for European Youth Capital and expressed the commitment of the network to
cooperate with advices and consultancy to young entrepreneurs.

Letter of support of the
Bulgarian MEPs

Campaign for support of the candidacy of Varna EYC17 initiated by the Mayor
of Varna and supported by all elected Bulgarian representatives in the European
parliament.
This is another action proving that Varna’s candidacy for EYC is a national cause
uniting politicians and decision makers from diverse political backgrounds.

Move Week Varna

Part of NowWeMove Campaign, the Move Week was organized in support of Varna
candidate for EYC2017. A week of sport events aiming to raise awareness towards
active and healthy lifestyle

Meeting with the Deputy
minister of the youth and
sports

Meeting focused on setting the specific actions for support Ministry of Youth and
Sports will undertake for Varna2017 candidacy

Participation at the 5th
AER Summit in Bucharest,
ROMANIA

Presenting Varna at AER 5th Black Sea Regional Summit in Bucharest (RO), 2-3
October

Participation at the Open
Days of Regions, Brussels,
BELGIUM

Participation of Varna’s candidate city team in the workshops and events of the
Open Days of Regions
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European Youth Capital Program
What Is the Concept and Slogan?
The focus of this bid is in the field of SOCIAL INNOVATION, and more precisely in the development of SOCIAL
ENTREPRENEURSHIP taken in its crucial role as an implementation tool for development of youth participation, sustainable employment decisions, creativity, networking, exchange and education. Social innovation, widely defined as an
effort of mental creativity which involves fluency and flexibility from a wide range of disciplines is what we consider a
perfect concept to frame our EYC programme, emphasizing on new combinations or hybrids of existing elements, cutting
across organizational and disciplinary boundaries and leaving behind compelling new relationships between previously
separate individuals and groups.
THE PROGRAMME BUILDS ON THE CONCEPT OF INNOWAVE. The concept and buzzword focuses on the main
topic of social innovation combined with the original characteristic of the city of Varna, as one of the biggest Eastern
European harbours on the Black Sea, but also playing with the idea of MAKING WAVES, creating change, spreading the
enthusiasm and energy of young people to the entire society.
What is SOCIAL INNOVATION within the European Youth Capital programme?
A VALUE present in all areas of development within the programme, promoting the idea of wide participation in working together towards a sustainable society, focusing on new definitions of work in general, and youth work in particular
and new forms of cooperation (business models)
A NEW STRATEGY for urban development based on creative and new tools and social resources, used as a solution
for fighting unemployment (not only within the youth sector) and foster active citizenship (with special focus on youth
participation).
A PLATFORM for recognition and dissemination of non-formal education, based on cross-sector collaboration.
A CHANNEL, through which we are promoting open source methods, creative industries and social entrepreneurship
among young people, with special focus on disaffected youth (both as target group and as designers of the programme
itself)
A MULTI-DISCIPLINARY APPROACH which can reach different sub-cultures and find solutions in various fields such
as education, policy making, labour market, health care, integration of marginal groups.
A TOOL for funding, fundraising, and resource mobilization – through identifying and setting up programmes and
initiatives that can empower young people and the civic sector.
What Is Our Vision?
IN OUR VISION YOUTH PARTICIPATION, INNOVATION AND SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP ARE DISTRIBUTED AMONG ALL AREAS OF DEVELOPMENT, BOTH AS TOOLS AND AS METHODS.
Starting from the point that a throughout analysis on social problems are preconditions for finding the most efficient tools
for development, we think that a focus on the community’s needs and resources, on an open method of collaboration and
on an enhanced participation will be the key to success.
SOCIAL INNOVATION AT LOCAL, NATIONAL AND EUROPEAN LEVEL IS THE PERFECT INSTRUMENT
for achieving social cohesion necessary for changing people’s behaviour, care and empathy towards social interests,
problems, and will re-evaluate and provide different approaches of the individuals within a city, country or in a multinational community.
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What Will We Do?
Through already established partnerships at European level, Varna undertakes the challenge to transform itself into a
SOCIAL INNOVATION HUB, a connecting point for young people from the Black Sea region, Southern and Eastern
Europe, EYCs, and Varna’s twin cities from across Europe. When we say hub, we mean a connecting point with Eastern
Europe, Caucazus, and the Black Sea. Varna acting also the EU-homebringer of results generated by Ganja, 2016’s European Youth Capital. Furthermore, cooperation with Thessaloniki 2014 and Cluj 2015 will enhance cooperation within the
Eastern-South-eastern block of the European Union.
On the other hand, the small scale, short-term activities are designed to show easy access to best practices which enable
the development of young people and demonstrate the potential of youth participation and activism in an accessible,
relevant and understandable way. Youth involvement in planning and implementing Varna-EYC 2017 is itself a visible
step towards fostering youth participation, leadership and entrepreneurship. In this sense, the foreseen agenda fosters
successful practices of youth empowerment in accordance with the objectives set in Europe 2020 Strategy. Furthermore,
this agenda will focus not just on organized youth but also on informal groups through grassroots projects.
At European level, this focus gives a good starting point for networking of organizations and social entrepreunrship
at various scale projects: good practices are “imported” to Varna. The adapted, reinvented, extended models are then
“exported” back to Europe providing a general scale impact within the European community in general and the European youth community in special.

What Will We Become?
Varna will become a connection point for innovation, for enabling wide participation, creativity, open platforms of
collaboration, non-formal and alternative thinking. A place where a lot of rules can be questioned and redefined, where
status quo is questioned and voices are heard.
What happens in Varna can become a legacy on innovation for the whole of Europe. Sometimes innovation has to
start on the outskirts just to come back to the core. Twinned towns can help in transforming Varna’s innovation into a
European one.

What Do We See Post-2017?
WE SEE CHANGE in people’s behaviour, care and empathy towards people’s neighbour’s interests, problems and
needs. We see an internal re-evaluation of individuals in general and young people in special, a reconnection of different
age and social groups. A permanent empowerment in decision making, in crowdsourcing ideas, policies, projects regarding various youth-related topics, projects and open and closed spaces that enable the a socially innovated act of life in
Varna, Bulgaria and Europe.
WE SEE A REFOCUSING of the energy of youth towards building society, innovation, creativity and participation.
We see the creation, establishment, setup process of mechanisms to express creativity, to find more purposes in life and
accomplish them, with no syndrome or no sign of the Eastern European tradition of misplaced human energy.
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What Is Our Mission, What Are Our Objectives?
The mission of InnoWave – Varna 2017 European Youth Capital is to drive change through social innovation among and
actively involving the youth generation of Varna, Bulgaria and Europe through a yearlong programme connecting any
kind of public and private, profit and not-for-profit organizations and initiatives committed to youth.
The Programme ads to Varna also by (re)branding the city’s role in the Black Sea Region through youth cooperation.

Objectives:
TO ENABLE the concept of social innovation as an instrument and a set of tools of driving change for an improving
quality of life of European, Bulgarian and Varna youth;
TO CREATE a living lab for importing practices on social innovation to Varna, enhancing them and sending them back
to and multiplying at European level;
TO DEVELOP the organizational capacity of youth organizations and the professionalization of youth workers on all
levels for a more powerful contribution to social innovation and development;
TO SET the culture (and improving the practical ways) of cooperation between youth organizations and public authorities
on local, national, regional, European level, actively involving all structures and networks of the European Youth Forum;
TO FOCUS on a wide range of tools and measures for building a general sense of trust among individuals and organizations involved in youth-related initiatives, enhancing active participation of young people in development processes;
TO ENABLE mass media and information technology tools for efficiently promoting youth movements, youth participation and future oriented thinking;
TO RAISE local, national and European level awareness of young people towards civic activities through involvement,
participation and initiation (youth initiated);
TO DECENTRALIZE decisions related to the youth field on national level, and offering a platform for local youth organizations to grow on establish themselves on European level;
TO CREATE AND DEVELOP a favorable environment for social entrepreneurship and to extend these best practices at
European level;
TO SET a long term vision and medium term strategy for Varna and Bulgaria to capitalize on its youth with a clear and
enhanced European dimension and bearing in mind Varna’s and Bulgaria’s geopolitical role.
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What Are Our Horizontal
Priorities?
The Programme also takes into account a set of horizontal priorities building on principles that the InnoWave Initiative
considers important and are also key topics of youth at European level. We define these priorities in keywords.

HP 1

Active participation of
young people in society

#weightofideas #myidea
#addressingabsenteeism
#powerofvision #responsibility
#transformativejustice

HP 3

Informal learning and intergenerational dialogue

HP 2

#connection
#selfreflection
#understanddiversity

HP 4

#freeflowofinformation
#openmind
#empowerment
#sharedknowledge
#structureddialogue #dobetter

HP 5

Multiculturalism and
integration

#solidarity #personalidentity #commonground-#values-#senseofbelonging-#nohatespeech-#regionalcooperation-#breakingstereotypes#fightingprejudice-#shapingeurope
#commonchallenges-#buildingtrust
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Open space for youth
culture

Innovation in youth
employment

#neet
#newmedia
#youthpolicy
#selfselection
#gamification

HP 6

International youth
cooperation

#senseofeurope-#futurevision-#closereurope-#network-#commonframework-#youthmigration
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What Are the Key Flagship Projects?
The Key Flagship Projects of the InnoWave Initiative represent the core of our programme. These KFPs are all
integrated concepts that include a set of activities through which local, regional, national and European organizations can become co-creators of the events and actions of the EYC2017.

01
HP

HP

02

HP

VVS – Varna Voluntary Service

HP

A-B-C-D-E-F

04

InnoCenter

HP

C-E-F

05
HP

Black Sea Youth
Center

HP

A-B-C-E-F

06
HP

HP

InnoThinkTank
A-B-F

HP

HP

HP

A-C-D

03

08

VYP – Varna Youth
Participation

Network of Youth
Community Centers
A-D-E

07

HP

HP

VYMC - Varna Youth
Media Academy
A-B-C-D-E-F

09

InnoJump
A-D-E-F

10

FUNCITY+
A-B-C-E-F

11

Project for Millions
A-B-C-D

12

Network of EYCs
A-C-D-E-F

13

InnoMove
A-B-C-D-E-F

14

Varna on the Map
A-E-F

The Youth Pro
C-D-E-F

EVALUATION
Estimated results: 700 actions and events – 30 connected countries, 120 connected cities – 500,000 total number of participants, 75,000 foreign participants at all the events and projects, 2,200 volunteers, 300 connected NGOs, public institutions
from which 150 youth organizations, 50 new youth policy documents from which 15 at European level. Furthermore,
INNOWAVE generates a qualitative model for connecting youth, social innovation and urban development
THE PUZZLE OF THE YOUTH CAPITAL
OPEN CALLS FOR PROJECTS
As a completion to the pool of key flagship projects within the European Youth Capital Programme, several calls for
projects will be organized in order to involve local, national and European level organizations in forming the final Programme of InnoWave. These calls and available budgets will depend on the partnerships formed by Varna2017 with different authorities during the preparation process.
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Arguments For The Social Innovation Concept

The Grass Growing through Pavement Cracks

God bless the grass that breaks through cement, / It’s green and it’s tender and it’s easily bent, / But after a
while it lifts up its head, / For the grass is living and the stone is dead.
(Malvina Reynolds: God bless the grass)
LEARNING FROM A WORLD IN CONSTANT CHANGE IN A PERIOD OF TRANSITION
Born at the junction between the Western Catholic world and the Orthodox Byzantium, VARNA LIES AT THE MIDDLE
OF THE BALKAN WORLD, CARRYING ALL THE CULTURAL INHERITANCE AND GENES TRANSMITTED
BY THE NATIONS THAT FORMED AND TRANSFORMED IT THROUGHOUT THE CENTURIES. Thracians,
Ancient Greeks, Romans, Ostrogoths, Slavs, Varangians and Bulgars have passed through these lands, each of them each
of them enriching it, our own culture becoming the culture of crossroads, constant movement and change. Varna is built
on the exact spot of the former Greek city of Odessos, a crossroad between East and West in ancient times.
Throughout our lives, we - as Bulgarians - have been in constant political, economic and social transformation. Lack of
stability and predictability, uncertainty and perpetual transition is our existence by default.
Having been going through crisis throughout our lives, WE HAVE LEARNT TO MAKE CHANGE PART OF OUR
DAILY LIFE, AND CREATIVITY OUR TOOL. We understood that the system does not always work for our benefit
and found new ways of getting by.
WE ARE THE GRASS THAT BECAME STRONGER BY CONSTANTLY TRYING TO CRACK THROUGH THE
CEMENT.
NOW, WE ARE ALSO FACING THE CHALLENGE OF UNDERSTANDING THE TRUE MEANING OF BEING
“EUROPEAN” – a long process of learning and discovering, which is done together with all the other inhabitants of the
Eastern European countries, formerly separated by the Western pace by the Iron Curtain. At the same time, Europe is
redefining itself. Eastern European integration is still in process after 12 new member states entered the European Union. More and more countries with a totally different historical and cultural background are joining the European Union
– Europe has to be aware of the different set of values they possess, only this way can they add their invaluable resources to
this common process of development (different rhythm, different political culture, and different way of organizing social
life).
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The variety of cultural imprints Varna possesses can provide Europe with a totally new approach in the process of European development and we can show a working new model to Europe on how social innovation is able to accelerate, catalyze, dynamize and activate social processes.
IN THE PROCESS OF ENVISIONING EUROPE, WE AIM TO CREATE CONTACTS AND SYNERGIES WITH
REGIONS OF EUROPE, WHICH ARE NOT PART OF THE EUROPEAN UNION BUT ARE OPEN FOR COOPERATION. WE WOULD MENTION HERE THE SPECIFIC SITUATION OF SOUTHEAST EUROPE, THE BALKANS
AND THE BLACK SEA REGION – WHAT HELPS US IS THE GEOGRAPHICAL PROXIMITY AND OUR CLOSENESS AS CULTURE, SHARING A COMMON HISTORY, COMMON STRUGGLE.
THE BLACK SEA REGION IS A DISTINCT GEOGRAPHICAL AREA, WHICH RAISES A RANGE OF SPECIFIC
OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES (often very different from those of the Western European countries) for both
its residents and the European Union. These opportunities and challenges deserve to be treated at a regional level in order
for us to have a chance to find the authentic way of solving our specific problems and address the process of unlocking the
potential of the region correctly. A focused regional cooperation leads to greater mutual trust between the citizens of the
countries involved (and also among citizens and policy makers) and contributes more effectively to the process of elimination of certain barriers and resolving specific conflicts that stand in the way of the dynamic development of the region.
Considering the great confluence of cultures in the Black Sea region, A BETTER COOPERATION AT A REGIONAL
LEVEL AND AN EFFECTIVE DIALOGUE WOULD BE BENEFICIAL ALSO OUTSIDE THE REGION.
Living in a world where uncertainty is the norm, we actually feel pretty comfortable - not because we live in the best possible way, but because every day is an adventure.
The lack of strong foundations can be our biggest value.
WE CAN BECOME THE BEST IN SOMETHING THAT EVERY COUNTRY WILL NEED IN THE COMING DECADES – SOCIAL INNOVATION. OUR POSITION AS A EUROPEAN UNION MEMBER STATE STILL BOTHERED
BY PROBLEMS MORE TYPICAL FOR THE DEVELOPING WORLD MAY SEEM STRANGE, BUT PROVIDED US
WITH A VALUABLE PERSPECTIVE.
Our incertitude seemed like a disadvantage, but happened to be our greatest asset – it helped us seek and discover new
solutions that we implemented locally and quickly yielded concrete results.
Because the world we are trying to catch up with for the last 10 years has changed significantly, now we can show something from what we learned, because the world itself is in transition. OUR PROBLEMS ARE GLOBAL PROBLEMS
AND THIS IS HOW OUR SOLUTIONS COULD BECOME GLOBAL SOLUTIONS.
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European Youth Capital General Cooperation

The previously proposed co-management system between the Municipality of Varna and the youth NGO sector is
kept for this bid, generating already a wide range of cooperation. The very process of developing, implementing and
communicating the agenda of the INNOWAVE VARNA INITIATIVE IS A MAJOR STEP TOWARDS FOSTERING
YOUTH PARTICIPATION.
THE PRINCIPLE OF OPEN PARTNERSHIP IN MANAGEMENT
We strongly believe that the EYC Programme has to stand on several feet. A role of the public-NGO co-management is
to create conditions for any local-regional, national, or European organization to co-create the programme. This enables
nurturing the culture of partnerships.
THE PRINCIPLE OF LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS IN MANAGEMENT
As in specific project, communication, monitoring and evaluation, learning processes will be enabled within management
too. This means the active participation of young people in the management. Applying this principle will result in gaining
vital experience for a career start for those people who are interested in the fields of programme, project, human resources
and financial management.
THE LOCAL ACTION GROUP OF YOUTH (LAG-Y) is the permanent consultative and strategic decision making forum involving the City Hall and the youth sector. Its role is to set up the general framework for the process of hosting
EYC2017. One should imagine the LAG-Y as a structure similar to the local action groups formed for urban development
purposes, as encouraged by the EU especially in its URBACT Programme.
THE JOINT MANAGEMENT SCHEME (JMC) is in fact the operational management of the EYC with the equal level involvement of public and people. The JMC will coordinate the operational work of the EYC Office that will be in charge
of operational coordination.
THE NATIONAL STEERING COMMITTEE (NSC) will act as a national level counterpart for the LAG-Y. Its main role
will be to create direct connections with national stakeholders (companies, government and NGOs).
The Bulgarian Youth Council has a key coordinating role in managing the NSC’s activity.
THE EUROPEAN ADVISORY BOARD (EAB) will involve European level stakeholders in the preparation and management of EYC2017. We aim to have a permanent representative in Brussels acting as the European Liaison Officer
and as a coordinator of EAB. We will improve further relations with other EYC through the Network of European Youth
Capitals.
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OPEN PLATFORM FOR COLLABORATION

INNOWAVE FOR ALL
Open Collaboration, Key of Success
The InnoWave Initiative, proposed to be implemented under 2017’s European Youth Capital title AIMS TO BUILD ON
STRONG PRINCIPLES OF COLLABORATIVE APPROACHES AND PARTNERSHIPS FOR IMPLEMENTATION.
In this context all proposed Key Flagship Projects offer in fact an enabling environment to which any public or private,
profit or not-for-profit organization from either Varna, its surrounding region, Bulgaria or Europe can adhere. This is how
our programme can become in fact a collaborative network which encourages individual and organizational ownership
and enables a co-creation of the European Youth Capital Programme
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What Is the Role of Horizontal Priorities in the
Programme?
Horizontal priorities bring focus on several topics related to youth participation in correlation with European policy
papers, strategies and the objectives of the Europe 2020 Strategy.

Horizontal Priorities

Contribution to Social Innovation

HP1
Active participation of
young people in society

Nurturing and supporting youth policies and practices that foster the flow of ideas,
values, capital and talent across sector boundaries, giving young people real opportunities to give voice to their opinion, to actively participate in creating development strategies and to make decisions is the only way we can reach the positive
social transformation we thrive for.

HP2
Open space for youth
culture

Social innovation requires a fluid, adaptive and agile environment. Novel ideas and
alternative solutions need an open space to be nurtured and listened to. Young people can be the driving force of European social and economic growth through their
contribution to the cultural and creative industries and they need the right tools
and stage to be able to prove that.

HP3
Informal learning and intergenerational dialogue

We are building on the premise, that the most powerful tool for empowerment
is education. For us education is defined as a person-oriented, multidisciplinary,
forward-looking and progressive way to give young people the necessary power to
create a viable future for themselves, to be able to adapt themselves to new and challenging situations in our changing world. Shifting roles and relationships require
us to analyze the role each of us has in the development of our society and often
all what has gone on previously needs to be revisited and in many cases reworked
through new practices, new systems and new measures.

HP4
Innovation in youth
employment

In order to tackle the issue of youth unemployment we need a rethinking of existing structures. We need to give young people the chance to redesign their world in
order to find the best role they can play in it. Importance of understanding, embracing, and leveraging cross-sector dynamics and interaction. Introducing new terms
and some market-based principles in youth work vocabulary, like “socially responsible investing”, or “sustainopreneurship” (business with a cause) and supporting
the exchange of ideas and values between the public, private, and nonprofit sectors
is as important for this process as a process of making all the involved stakeholders
more responsible.

HP5
Multiculturalism and
integration

There is a need to draw in, to engage, to be more open to diversity in opinion and
thinking and we need an increased emphasis on fluid teams of very diverse people,
each of them tackling issues and challenges in unique ways, not through the same
processes and approaches. Cultural diversity and a society based on the values of
inclusion, tolerance and mutual respect is the fertile environment for development.
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Horizontal Priorities
HP6
International youth
co-operation

Contribution to Social Innovation
According to Seth Godin, a popular American author, we are now transitioning
into what he calls “the connection economy”, in which value is created by the connections we make and not by industrialism. It is true, that we can truly create value
in our society by building bridges between people, organizations, countries, continents. These connections not only have the potential of dissolving boundaries
and broadening our minds, but it also gives us an insight into the bigger picture
and teaches us how to think globally. Youth mobility projects and international
cooperation is our chance to engage, to explore and exchange ideas with a wide
range of stakeholders on the international stage, opening our eyes and minds to
new perspectives and creating strong partnerships to tackle global-scale issues and
problems.

PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF THE OPEN PLATFORM FOR COLLABORATION
Collaborative Approach
Challenges

Challenges Accepted

Offer possibilities to all
young people of the municipality to participate in
designing and
implementing activities for
the EYC year

In order to become number one in social innovation we need to put people in the
spotlight. Young people will experience a transformation they like, they are committed to and they will be working on. That’s the only way to make change sustainable.
The special KFP Project for Millions is a Participative Budgeting process that enables public financial allocation and support for young informal groups from Varna,
enabling them to initiate small scale projects and involving the community on selecting the best proposal in order to be implemented in the EYC year.
Youth Participation will be also enabled through the other Key Flagship Project of
the InnoWave Varna 2017 Initiative.

Involve or consult other
relevant actors and the
surrounding region in the
planning of the activities
in order to raise interest
in and ownership of the
programme year

The InnoWave Initiative, proposed to be implemented under 2017’s European
Youth Capital title aims to build on strong principles of collaborative approaches and partnerships for implementation. In this context all proposed Key Flagship
Projects offer in fact an enabling environment to which any public or private, profit
or not-for-profit organization from either Varna, its surrounding region, Bulgaria
or Europe can adhere. This is how our programme can become in fact a collaborative network which encourages individual and organizational ownership and
enables a co-creation of the European Youth Capital Programme
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Challenges
Encourage other actors
of the municipality to
contribute with their own
projects and activities to
the programme

Challenges Accepted
According to Chapter 9 of the Application Form, quote:
“Proposed co-management between Municipality of Varna and the youth NGO
sector is kept for this bid, generating already a wide range of cooperation. The very
process of developing, implementing and communicating the agenda of the InnoWave Varna Initiative is a major step towards fostering youth participation.
The Principle of Open Partnership in Management
We strongly believe a EYC Programme has to stand on several feet. A role of the
public-NGO co-management is to create conditions for any local-regional, national, or European organization to co-create the programme. This surrounding enables
nurturing the culture of partnerships.
The Principle of Learning Environments in Management
As in specific project, communication, monitoring and evaluation, learning processes will be enabled within management too. This means the participation of
young persons in the management. Applying this principle will result in gaining
vital experience for a career start for those people who are interested in the fields of
programme, project, human resources, and financial management.”
Also, according the Chapter 8 of the Application form, quote:
“KFPs are all integrated concepts that include a set of activities through which local, regional, national and European organizations can connect to the events and
actions of the European Youth Capital 2017, they can become co-creators of this
programme.”
(…)
“As a completion to the pool of key flagship projects within the European Youth
Capital Programme, several calls for projects will be organized in order to involve
local, national and European level organizations in forming the final Programme
of InnoWave. These calls and available budgets will depend on the partnerships
formed by Varna2017 with different authorities during the preparation process.”

Have (or actively support
the establishment of) an
independent structure for
youth clubs and local/regional branches of youth
associations (a youth
council)

As stated in Chapter 10 of the Application form, we intend to act the following way,
quote:
“The Local Action Group of Youth (LAG-Y) is the permanent consultative and strategic decision making forum involving the City Hall and the youth sector. Its role
is to set up the general framework for the process of hosting EYC2017. One should
imagine the LAG-Y as a structure similar to the local action groups formed for
urban development purposes, as encouraged by the EU especially in its URBACT
Programme.
The LAG-Y will be the key decision making body regarding strategic decisions on
the management aspects of this programme. Its decisions will be implemented at
operational level by the Joint Management Scheme.
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Co-operate with its independent youth structure(s)
in a fruitful and mutually
beneficial spirit

According to Chapter 9 of the Application Form, quote:
“The Local Action Group of Youth (LAG-Y) is the permanent consultative and strategic decision making forum involving the City Hall and the youth sector. Its role
is to set up the general framework for the process of hosting EYC2017. One should
imagine the LAG-Y as a structure similar to the local action groups formed for
urban development purposes, as encouraged by the EU especially in its URBACT
Programme. (…)
The National Steering Committee (NSC) will act as a national level counterpart for
the LAG-Y. Its main role will be to create direct connections with national stakeholders (companies, government and NGOs). The Bulgarian Youth Council has a
key coordinating role in managing the NSC’s activity.”
We believe the key of a European Youth Capital Programme lies in the youth sector’s original form of cooperation with local authorities. This is why we will put a
special emphasis in nurturing collaboration all through the 4 years of preparation,
implementing, evaluation and dissemination, after an already fruitful first year of
the bidding process.

Provide information about
the activities through easily accessible channels, e.g.
websites

As stated in Chapter 11 of the Application Form, communication activities will be
built on complex targeting with specific messages and using dedicated channels of
communication, quote:
Demographic targeting

Individual

Target
group
15-18

19-25

26-35

Organizational-/
institutional
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Youth
NGOs

Message

Communication channel
Opportunity to get to School billboards, DM
know other people,
– teachers, youth clubs,
gether experience,
facebook, printed matehave fun, express your rials, outside branding,
creativity
youtube, instagram
Training opportunities, Website, youth clubs,
networking, personal
facebook official+youth
development, work ex- NGOs, instagram, apps,
perience, activities ma- newsletter, outside
tiching your interests, branding, events, partinternational events
ners’ communication
channels, youtube
Personal + organizaLocal press, website,
tional development,
partners’ communipartnerships, Europe- cation channels, radio
an networks, promoads, outside branding,
tion
events, facebook, youtube
Networking, best
Newsletter, facebook,
practice, knowledge
website, DM, outside
passover, recruits, de- branding, open meetvelopment, visibility,
ings
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Provide information about
the activities through easily accessible channels, e.g.
websites

Demographic targeting
Local/
national
institutions
Stakeholders
European
level

Willing to draw conclusions from the EYC year to
impart to its successor(s),
and will similarly take into
account the experiences of
its predecessor(s) as EYC.

Branding, visibility,
promotion, European
networks, partnerships, local support for
future events
Brand promotion (EU,
national, local), possible recruits
local strengths, promotion, networking

Local+national press,
DM, website, outside
branding, events
Local+national press,
DM, facebook, outside
branding, events
Network of European
Youth Capitals, twitter,
newsletter, events

As stated in Chapter 13 of the Application form, quote:
“We consider EYC2017 as a monitoring process of 5+3 years (1-bid, 2-preparation,
1-implementation, 1-evaluation&dissemination, +3-impact monitoring).
A. INTERIM EVALUATION will be managed on quarterly basis. From this point
of view, the EYC is seen as a process consisting of 16 quarters (Q1-Q16). Interim
evaluation will monitor results based on A set indicators and will take place immediately after closing each quarter.
B. INTERIM EXTENDED EVALUATION adds data to the normal interim evaluation based on reports provided by partner organizations and experts (media coverage, tourism, etc.) based on an extended set of indicators provided during the EYC
year (Q13-Q16).
C. PROGRAM EVALUATION will take place in the Q1 of 2018 and will set the
basis for the specific dissemination activities during 2018. The final evaluation will
be made public in the InnoWave Report 2017 during Q2/2018.
D. PROGRAM AND DISSEMINATION EVALUATION will be an enhanced evaluation including results of the dissemination activities which take place during
2018. The InnoWave Extended Report 2017 will be made public in Q1/2019.
E. IMPACT EVALUATION will take place in the beginning of 2021, after data will
be available for 3 full years after the EYC.
EVALUATION OUTPUTS:
t*OUFSJN*OUFSOBM3FQPSUTFBDIRVBSUFS CBTFEPONPOJUPSJOHSFTVMUTCZJOUFSOBM
indicators
t*OOP8BWF3FQPSUo2 CBTFEPOEBUBQSPWJEFECZJOUFSOBMBOEQBSUner reports
t*OOP8BWF&YUFOEFE3FQPSUo2 CBTFEPOJOJUJBMSFQPSUQMVTEJTTFNination results
t*OOP8BWF*NQBDU3FQPSUo2 CBTFEPOJNQBDUNPOJUPSJOHEBUBQSPvided during 2018-2020.
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Willing to draw conclusions from the EYC year to
impart to its successor(s),
and will similarly take into
account the experiences of
its predecessor(s) as EYC.

MONITORING AND EVALUATION will be coordinated by a special group of the
central management with professional academic help. Specific indicators will be
identified during the 1st stage of preparation that helps monitoring all stages of the
EYC.
IMPACT MONITORING AND EVALUATION and evaluation will be managed by
a specific post-EYC management structure within the City Hall, with the help of
youth NGO experts.”
Results will be disseminated also through the Network of European Youth Capitals
and we will establish special relations with the preceding EYC of Ganja, Azerbaijan,
and starting from the end of 2015, also with the designated EYC City for 2018.

KEY ELEMENTS OF INNOWAVE FOR ALL

First Pillar

Second Pillar

KEY FLAGSHIP
PROJECTS

CALENDAR AND
KEY DATES

Third Pillar
OPEN ACCESS TO
CO-CREATION
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Fourth Pillar
INTEGRATED
MONITORING AND
INFORMATION SYSTEM
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Open Platform for Collaboration: Innowave for All
First Pillar. Key Flagship Projects
The Key Flagship Projects are the first pillar of the open platform for cooperation, INNOWAVE FOR ALL.
The Key Flagship Projects of the InnoWave Initiative represent the core of our programme. These KFPs are all integrated
concepts that include a set of activities through which local, regional, national and European organizations can connect to
the events and actions of the European Youth Capital 2017, they can become co-creators of this programme.
Below you can find the list and short description of each KFP, followed by a short presentation of the business model canvas for each of them.

01

VYP – Varna Youth Participation

Horizontal Prior- 1 -3-4
ities
Description
We aim to create sustainable mechanisms for youth participation regarding policy creation
and decision making at urban and regional level. Participatory processes mean taking into
account young people’s vision about the city’s and region’s medium and long term future.

02

InnoThinkTank

Horizontal Prior- 1-2-6
ities
Description
Platform and events focused on capacity building and connecting young experts, decision
makers in providing local, national and European level policies and long term vision.

03

VVS – Varna Voluntary Service

Horizontal Prior- 1-2-3-4-5-6
ities
Description
VVS is an integrated concept gathering all local, regional, national and European volunteering events connected to InnoWave. VVS isn’t just volunteer management, but focuses on
the recognition of competences and volunteering as practical work experience, recognition
and validation of non-formal learning.

04

InnoCenter

Horizontal Prior- 3-5-6
ities
Description
Hosting venue for European level conferences, events, statutory meetings, congresses of
European youth organizations and networks and of other European institutions whose activities have a direct effect on youth.

05

Black Sea Youth Center

Horizontal Prior- 1-2-3-5-6
ities
Description
The concept and building of the BYSC aims to become a key resource, epicenter of youth
related initiatives focusing on the (now troubled) area of the Black Sea Region. The BYSC
aims to strictly cooperate, among others, with the existing European Youth Centers in Europe (Strasbourg, Budapest, Molina).
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06

Network of Youth Community Centers

Horizontal Prior- 1-4-5
ities
Description
This project will add a specific youth perspective to all Community Centers in Varna. The
existing offices will be enhanced with specific youth-related information services aimed to
boost youth participation and youth employment.

07

The Youth Pro

Horizontal Prior- 3-4-5-6
ities
Description
Youth Professional builds on the skills, talents, and individual careers of youngsters. Youth
professionals connects stakeholders and young people generating an original approach to
cross-sectorial cooperation.

08

VYMC - Varna Youth Media Academy

Horizontal Prior- 1-2-3-4-5-6
ities
Description
VMYC is a media project working and involving youth on all aspects of media production and
media strategy (print, audio-video, online, social). The media academy targets youngsters
from all around Europe and produces all media outputs of the InnoWave Initiative.

09

InnoJump

Horizontal Prior- 1-4-5-6
ities
Description
Activities and actions involving youth to open air mobility, health and sports related activities. The project has its roots in the strong powerbocking with jumping stilts movement
from Varna.

10

FUNCITY+

Horizontal Prior- 1-2-3-5-6
ities
Description
FUNCITY Festival is a unique for its kind event in Varna, and the country. The main aim of
the event is to provide young people with space, to demonstrate their talents and interests.
Funcity+ transforms this event into a European landmark moment for youth.

11

Project for Millions

Horizontal Prior- 1-2-3-4
ities
Description
Project for Millions is a Participative Budgeting process that enables public financial allocation and support for young informal groups from Varna, enabling them to initiate small
scale projects and involving the community on selecting the best proposal in order to be
implemented in the EYC year.
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12

Network of European Youth Capitals

Horizontal Prior- 1-3-4-5-6
ities
Description
Varna’s EYC title will offer the opportunity to be part of the Network of European Youth Capitals. This flagship builds on project based cooperation, policies, exchanges with former and
future EYC’s confirmed until 2017.

13

InnoMove

Horizontal Prior- 1-2-3-4-5-6
ities
Description
This initiative builds a network of youth exchanges through which social innovation is carried
by young people from Varna to a series of projects, events, trainings at European level. Main
objective is to interconnect Varna with Europe through its own youth.

14

Varna on the Map

Horizontal Prior- 1-5-6
ities
Description
Institutional and street action in Europe promoting InnoWave, social innovation and Varna’s
effort in this field. The flagship builds on a series of actions and participation at events outside Varna, like conferences, open air events.

Correlation table between Key Flagship Projects and Horizontal
Priorities
KFP No

Key Flagship Project / Key Priorities

HP1
YES

HP2
YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES
YES

KFP05 Black Sea Youth Center

YES

YES

YES

KFP06 Network of Community Centers

YES

KFP01 Varna Youth Participation
KFP02 InnoThinkTank
KFP03 VVS - Varna Voluntary Service
KFP04 InnoCenter

KFP07 The Youth Pro
KFP08 VYMC - Varna Youth Media Academy

HP3
YES

HP4

HP5

HP6
YES

YES

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

KFP09 InnoJump

YES
YES

KFP10 FunCity+

YES

YES

YES

KFP11 Project for Millions

YES

YES

YES

YES

KFP12 Network of European Youth Capitals
KFP13 InnoMove

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES
YES

YES
YES

KFP14 Varna on the Map
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YES
YES

YES
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KFP1 - VYP – VARNA YOUTH PARTICIPATION
We aim to create sustainable mechanisms for youth participation regarding policy creation and decision making at urban
and regional level. Participatory processes mean taking into account young people’s vision about the city’s and region’s
medium and long term future.
One perfect example of the city’s commitment to strengthen the role of young people in shaping urban development and
the newly joined European youth networks is the considerable financial contribution to implement a European Union
funded project entitled Youth Capitals in Action, which aims at bringing together EYC teams to share best practices and
experience on how they have succeeded in organizing an EYC for strengthening youth policies and youth work at the
local, national and European level. Although the project has received a grant through the Youth in Action (4.6 – Youth
Support Systems – Partnerships) programme, the municipality is financing 50% of the nearly two-hundred euro budget.
The support and contribution to creating and becoming part of more and more international networks and making valuable connections throughout Europe is, of course, not just financial.

VALUE PROPOSITIONS
t
t
t
t
t

It is about giving a special attention to youth participation at the local level as well as the European level, focusing on
the civic participation of disengaged young people
It about promoting and using the Policy Tool Kit provided by the European Youth Forum for the candidate European
cities with a clear overview of European youth policies and related key documents.
It is about approaching youth issues in an integrated way and cooperation across policy sectors.
It is about creating the link between local and European youth policies as an essential element for the European Youth
Capital project.
It is about providing institutional conditions for young people through structured dialogue

TARGET GROUPS
t
t
t
t
t

Young people, with special focus on disengaged youth, NEET
Youth workers and youth and other NGOs
Local, regional and national authorities, educational and cultural institutions
European Youth Forum and European institutions with a attributions in fields connected to youth
Private bodies with an increased interest towards shared value

RELATIONSHIPS
t
t
t
t

WITH THE YOUNG PEOPLE: consultation, information, and training
WITH THE YOUTH WORKER: participation and interaction during meetings
WITH THE ORGANIZATIONS AND PARTNERS: involvement, participation, support, equal level partner
cooperation
WITH THE INSTITUTIONS: partner cooperation in providing support and nurturing dialogue
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CHANNELS
t
t
t
t

PERSONAL INTERACTION: through the consultations, debates, workshops and trainings
INSTITUTIONAL PLATFORMS: outputs of this KFP are promoted through the stakeholders involved in
European Youth Capital Programme.
SOCIAL MEDIA: operational relation with target groups, dissemination of outcomes, results of activities
within this KFP
PARTNERS: any professional output in this KFP can be best promoted to target groups through partners

REVENUE STREAMS
t
t
t

European financing through different Community Programmes of the European Union for integrated actions within
this KFP.
Local and national financing for specific trainings, events and activities within this KFP.
Media and other kind of partnerships providing some specific key resources for activities and projects included in
this KFP.

KEY RESOURCES
t
t
t
t

LOGISTICS: adequate equipment for specific training, production activities and professional meetings during the
European Youth Capital year
FINANCIAL: for human, logistic costs, and for investment creating a pool of youth policy experts
KNOW-HOW: professional expertise, community facilitation, experts for workshops training and meeting events
HUMAN: decision makers, youth policy experts, experts in fields connected to youth, such as employment, education, urban development, social inclusion

KEY ACTIVITIES
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t

Data collection and dissemination of information on youth participation
Activities aimed at research and policy studies in the field of youth
Training activities and educational programmes providing the skills needed to participate in public life for young
people, with special projects aimed at involving marginalised young people
Information and counseling campaigns, with the help of professional community facilitators, helping young people
participate in activities and in the life of their communities
Elaborating methodology for the use of information and communication technologies in promoting youth participation and structured dialogue
Promoting young people’s active contribution to the media and setting up mobile information and resource centers
Trainings, campaigns and supporting projects and initiatives aimed at informing and involving young people in voluntary work and enhancing their dedication to community causes
Enabling institutional support for young people’s projects and initiatives, with a special attention on empowering
disengaged young people and informal groups
Promoting youth-based organizations
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.KEY PARTNERSHIPS
t
t
t
t

EUROPEAN YOUTH FORUM/EUROPEAN LEVEL INSTITUTIONS: providing key experts on youth policy
NETWORK OF EUROPEAN YOUTH CAPITALS AND EYC CITIES as communities in similar situations and with
a strong commitment to investing in the youth generation (the EYC title is a proof of their commitment also towards
youth participation)
PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS: interested senior organizations in the field of youth, local, regional, national and
European think tanks
PARTNER PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS: government institutions or local administrations involved in the process of
structured dialogue

COST STRUCTURE
Main costs involve location-based costs, accommodation for experts and partners coming from outside Varna, costs related to using the necessary infrastructure and equipment for proper training and production activities, participant and
expert travel cost, and expert fees, venues and stationary for community meetings, info points

KFP2 - InnoThinkTank
The InnoThinkTank is a platform (a virtual, but also physical one) for a series of events focused on capacity building and
connecting young experts, decision makers in providing local, national and European level policies and long term vision
in urban development.

VALUE PROPOSITIONS
t

t
t
t
t

t

It is about enabling young people to adapt themselves to new and challenging situations in our changing and broadening Europe and in our changing world. Shifting roles and relationships require us to analyze the role each of us has
in the development of our society and often all what has gone on previously needs to be revisited and in many cases
reworked through new practices, new systems and new measures.
It is about building an efficient strategy for development on a well-developed common vision. A common vision for
the future needs coming to terms with our past and revisiting our individual and common definitions of the society
we live in and we are trying to build.
It is about a rethinking of existing structures, for which we need to give young people the chance to redesign their own
city, Europe and world in order to find the best role they can play in it.
It is about young people’s role in “the connection economy”, in which value is created by the connections we make
and we can truly create value in our society by building bridges between people, organizations, countries, continents.
It is about being able to define and see ourselves not just as part of micro-communities, but also as part of a big European family. We need not only to enhance the potential of dissolving boundaries and broadening our minds, but to
have an insight into the bigger picture and teach ourselves how to think European, or as part of the European community, how to think globally and how to project a future we want to see and live in.
It is about understanding that Youth policy development, European mobility projects and international cooperation is
our chance to engage, to explore and exchange ideas with a wide range of stakeholders on the European and international stage, opening our eyes and minds to new perspectives and creating strong partnerships to tackle global-scale
issues and problems.
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TARGET GROUPS
t
t
t

YOUNG PEOPLE – local, national and international young people
YOUTH WORKERS/EXPERTS
YOUTH NGOs/INSTITUTIONS WORKING WITH YOUNG PEOPLE

RELATIONSHIPS
t
t
t

WITH THE YOUTH WORKERS/EXPERT: brainstorming, consultation, workshops
WITH THE ORGANIZATIONS AND PARTNERS: consultations, involvement, participation, support
WITH THE INSTITUTIONS: consultation, feedback, absorbing and integrating new ideas

CHANNELS
t
t

PERSONAL: through face-to-face meetings and online platforms
PROFESSIONAL: through organizational and professional networks

REVENUE STREAMS
t
t
t

European financing through the different community programs of the EU
Local and national funding through the various programs
Sponsorship from companies, business alliances and networks

KEY RESOURCES
t
t
t
t

TECHNICAL: online platforms, mobilizing tools
FINANCIAL
HUMAN
KNOW-HOW

KEY ACTIVITIES
t
t
t
t
t
t

Web-based competitions on European projects, strategies focused on youth
Trainings – on and offline
Workshops and conferences
Brainstorming sessions
Public debate
Online consultations and calls for action

An example of an InnoThinkTank initiative would be an online contest for European young people and
youth workers on EU development, integration and certain aspects of European identity and development. The project’s main goal is to promote European values among young people, increase awareness,
understanding and participation of youth in the European Union’s development processes, to provide
specific information on current European topics but also on issues of wide interest to them in an interesting and attractive way.
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The projects main objectives are:
* improving the knowledge in computer science as a basis for communication
* stimulate young people’s spirit of initiative
* offering an opportunity to gain positive experience in a project which is promoting European cooperation
* stimulating creativity, innovation, competitive spirit
* increase the involvement of young people in the process of European development
* create of new NGOs by encouraging the participating teams (whose activities they are involved in the competition smaller “virtual organizations”) to establish civil organizations
* to encourage interaction and the use of the tools of information technology to put in practice, in order for
youth to share its views regarding Europe in general and its specific problems in special.
This KFP aims to enable international cooperation in urban development, developing tools and methods
with young people committed to the development of their own city and our common European space.

KEY PARTNERSHIPS
t
t
t
t

EUROPEAN YOUTH FORUM/INSTITUTIONS – providing know-how, expertise, and contacts.
YOUTH NGOS– local, national, and EU/ international.
NETWORK OF THE EUROPEAN YOUTH CAPITALS
LOCAL ADMINISTRATION

COST STRUCTURE
t

Costs related to creating the online tools, webpages, venues, meetings, travel costs and communication

KFP3 -VVS – Varna Voluntary Service
VVS is an integrated concept gathering all local, regional, national and European volunteering events connected to
InnoWave. VVS isn’t just volunteer management, but focuses on the recognition of competences and volunteering as
practical work experience, recognition and validation of non-formal learning.

VALUE PROPOSITIONS
t

t
t
t

t

It is about volunteering having a transformative power for the people and the society and Varna 2017 will boost that
energy. Currently, in Bulgaria, the percentage of population involved in volunteering is in the lowest bracket between
10-19% (Eurostat). However there is a surge of volunteering involvement among young people especially in the 18-25
age group.
It is about planning to promote and position volunteering in 4 focus areas.
Empathy based society – Volunteering contributes towards more care and acceptance of different groups spread across
age, gender, social and economic background and bridges the gap between rooted and established divisions.
Learning based society – Volunteering is a learning environment that provides skills development, an environment
of self-discovery and acknowledgement, of exposure to diverse experiences that shape us as individuals. Involvement
based society – Volunteering brings social issues closer to home and gives a setting for people to voice their opinions,
create awareness and generate action plans in order to impact their community.
Confidence based society – Volunteering contributes to building self-confidence and the confidence in others by providing a frame in which individual and group efforts are channeled towards a tangible result that brings change and
satisfaction. People are united within their causes and values.
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TARGET GROUPS
Based on the different needs and demographics the involvement in volunteering will be communicated based on different
needs. Each group will have a focus dimension that will address their expectations

t
t
t
t

YOUNG PEOPLE at the age of 14-17 – Learning based society Focus
YOUNG PEOPLE at the age of 18-24 – Confidence based society Focus
YOUNG PEOPLE at the age of 25-34 – Involvement based society Focus
PEOPLE Above 35 - Empathy based society Focus

RELATIONSHIPS
t
t
t

TEAM WORK based projects, informal group’s gatherings, non-formal learning events, local social and cultural
events, career focused events and think tanks, community study cases and project development, interest based learning, mentoring, education for entrepreneurship.
PARTICIPATORY processes, corporate volunteering, public meetings, debates, interest based groups, community
building, local social and cultural events, education for entrepreneurship, city and community causes, education of
the younger generation.
JOINT MEETINGS with local community leaders and representatives, neighborhood meetings, small scale volunteering for schools and other entities, city and community causes (i.e. City clean-up, cross generational dialogue,
family days, city branding etc.)

CHANNELS
t
t

PERSONAL INTERACTION: through the events, trainings
PARTNERSHIPS

REVENUE STREAMS
t
t

European financing through different Community Programmes of the European Union for integrated
actions within this KFP.
Local and national financing for specific trainings, events and activities within this KFP.
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KEY RESOURCES
t
t
t
t

LOGISTICS: adequate equipment for specific training
FINANCIAL: for human, logistic costs
KNOW-HOW: professional expertise, experts for training and facilitation
HUMAN: teams and individuals

KEY ACTIVITIES
t
t
t
t
t
t

Non-formal learning events
Alternative school and educational tools
Skills building through training
Events involving young people and their families
Creativity workshops
Small community projects

KEY PARTNERSHIPS
t
t
t
t
t

Schools, universities, families, local and national business, local administration, NGOs that deal with
youth education
Youth and student NGOs working with or needing volunteers, representative bodies for youth, event organizers,
cultural and youth centers
Employers, young entrepreneurs, universities, local and national administration, NGOs, event organizers, think tanks,
clusters, business associations, cultural centers
Schools, hospitals, parks and other public leisure facilities,
Volunteering centers, cultural centers.

.COST STRUCTURE
Main costs involve those related to using the necessary infrastructure and equipment for proper training and production
activities, small expenditures on mobilization campaigns and financing of small community projects

KFP4- InnoCenter
Hosting venue for European level conferences, events, statutory meetings, congresses of European youth organizations
and networks and of other European institutions whose activities have a direct effect on youth.

VALUE PROPOSITIONS
t
t
t
t

It is about Varna becoming the center of youth related activities, programmes and events at the European and international level in 2017
It is about motivating all European level stakeholders in bringing their events, conferences in our city
It is about mobilizing the pool of volunteers in event organizing and hosting and providing a valuable experience to
them in the field of international event management
It is about better promoting and gaining visibility of European level activities related to youth participation, youth
employment and leisure time in Varna
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TARGET GROUPS
t
t
t
t
t

EUROPEAN UNION INSTITUTIONS
INTERNATIONAL/EUROPEAN ORGANIZATIONS
UNIVERSITIES
CULTURAL OPERATORS
YOUNGSTERS: young individuals willing to apply their skills and ideas in event organizing

CHANNELS
t
t
t
t

PERSONAL APPROACH
PROFESSIONAL
MEDIA: social media, website
THROUGH PARTNERSHIPS

REVENUE STREAMS
t
t
t

European financing through the different community programs of the EU, EU structures and institutions for the relevant activities included in this KFP.
Local and national funding through the various programs, trainings, and tools for implementation
of the specific activities.
Sponsorship from companies, business alliances and networks for projects and activities included in
this KFP (relevant equipment, materials, communication)

KEY RESOURCES
t
t
t

FINANCIAL: for conducting the events, activities
HUMAN: teams and individuals, who will be involved in the process of organization and preparation
LOGISTICS: for providing venues

KEY ACTIVITIES
t
t
t
t
t

Communication campaigns about venues, pool of volunteers and motivation of the city to host events
Calendar building, lobbying
Volunteers preparation
Partnership building activities
Contact management

KEY PARTNERSHIPS
t
t
t
t

YOUTH WORKERS: providing trainings, mobilizing volunteers
VOLUNTEERS
AUTHORITIES – local, national, and EU/ international
INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS

COST STRUCTURE
t
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Cost will relate mainly to venue costs and provision of relevant equipment, protocol costs and communication
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KFP5- Black Sea Youth Center
The concept and building of the BYSC aims to become a key resource, epicenter of youth related initiatives focusing on
the (now troubled) area of the Black Sea Region. The BYSC aims to strictly cooperate, among others, with the existing
European Youth Centers in Europe (Strasbourg, Budapest, Molina).

VALUE PROPOSITIONS
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t

It is about creating a space and support system for establishing a permanent and efficient communication platform
between active young people at a regional level
It is about supporting youth initiatives, through organizing and supporting meetings, conferences and training sessions, networking events, working groups, with a special focus on regional development
It is about encouraging and creating the necessary resources for youth empowerment and youth participation in a distinct geographical area, which raises a range of specific opportunities and challenges (often very different from those
of the Western European countries) for both its residents and the European Union.
It is about valuing and promoting the variety of cultural imprints this region possesses, which can provide us with a
totally new approach in the process of European youth policy development
It is about taking the investments made in the past several years in the youth field for establishing a permanent structure for cooperation, such as Black Sea Vision, Study on youth policies in the Black Sea region to a next level and about
providing a significant support for further youth initiatives in the Black Sea region
It is about youth assuming a key role in the development processes of the Black Sea region
It is about embracing the Black Sea Youth Network Initiative, with the aim of establishing a permanent and sustainable
cooperation in the youth field for the Black Sea Region
It is about consolidating youth actions and active participation in the European institutions, organizations and networks through the Black Sea Youth Network Initiative in the framework of policy development
It is about contributing with infrastructure, quality standard frameworks, know-how, networking and other available
resources for providing sustainability for the Black Sea Youth Network
It is about providing institutional support and visibility for the Black Sea Youth Network Initiative at the local, regional, national and international level.

TARGET GROUPS
t
t
t
t
t
t
t

YOUNG PEOPLE from all over the Black Sea Region, Europe, Bulgaria and Varna
Youth organizations in each country of the Black Sea region
NATIONAL YOUTH COUNCILS and other NON-GOVERNMENTAL YOUTH ORGANIZATIONS and institutions in the youth field
Existing EUROPEAN YOUTH CENTERS IN EUROPE (Strasbourg, Budapest, Molina).
Local, Bulgaria and European institutions
YOUTH POLICY MAKERS
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTOR

RELATIONSHIPS
t
t
t

YOUTH NGOs/YOUTH WORKERS
AUTHORITIES – local, national, and EU/ international.
INTERNATIONAL EXPERTS – individuals, organizations and networks that will provide know-how, through sharing experience, lesson learnt, showcases and providing consultancy in adapting the best models for the local conditions.
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CHANNELS
t
t

t
t

PERSONAL INTERACTION: through the events, trainings, conferences, workshops, meetings
LOCAL, NATIONAL, REGIONAL AND EUROPEAN PLATFORMS: outputs of this KFP are
promoted also through the communication channels of the European Youth Capital Programme,
the existing European Youth Centers, the interested European institutions, the local administration and the central government
SOCIAL MEDIA: operational relation with target groups who cannot be present physically in
the location of activities
PARTNER MEDIA: any professional output in this KFP can be best promoted to target groups
through partner media institutions

REVENUE STREAMS
t
t
t
t

Local budget in infrastructural development
Private investments
European financing through different Community Programmes of the European Union for integrated actions within this KFP.
Media and other kind of partnerships providing some specific key resources for activities and
projects included in this KFP.

KEY RESOURCES
t
t
t
t

LOGISTICS: adequate equipment for the venue, for specific events taking place here
FINANCIAL: for human, logistic costs
KNOW-HOW: professional expertise, experts for training and meeting events
HUMAN: teams and individuals for technical and professional management

KEY ACTIVITIES
t
t

CREATING BOTH A PHYSICAL AND ONLINE PLATFORM for young people and youth
NGOs and institutions in the youth field in the Black Sea region
CONFERENCES, MEETINGS, WORKSHOPS, TRAININGS

KEY PARTNERSHIPS
t
t

EUROPEAN STAKEHOLDERS
LOCAL, REGIONAL, NATIONAL LEVEL DECISION-MAKERS

COST STRUCTURE
Main costs involve investment in creating the venue, location-based costs, accommodation for participants coming from outside Varna, costs related to using the necessary infrastructure and equipment for events, participant and expert travel cost, and expert fees
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KFP6 - NETWORK OF YOUTH COMMUNITY CENTERS
This project will add a specific youth perspective to all Community Centers in Varna. The existing offices will be enhanced
with specific youth-related information services aimed to boost youth participation and youth employment.
Background: Community centers in Bulgaria vary in size, intensity and scope of activities. Usually offering library, music
and arts classes, the services they provide are very often used by children aged up to 13 years and retired people. However,
the existing facilities have the potential to be used in a more diverse and efficient way, in order to become real youth corners, gathering young people, their interests and energy.

VALUE PROPOSITIONS
t
t
t
t

It is about revitalizing the local youth communities by providing them with opportunities to generate variety of activities.
It is not about changing the entire concept of the existing community centers, but to rethink and transform in an innovative way available spaces and resource in the city that will respond to the needs of the young people.
It is about focusing the young people to participate more responsibly in development of intergenerational dialogue.
It is about better promoting and provision of visibility of activities related to youth participation, youth employment
and leisure time.

TARGET GROUPS
t
t
t
t
t
t
t

HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS – young local people at the high school age aiming to find a stage where to presents
their interests, hobbies, and talents.
UNIVERSITY GRADUATED – young individuals willing to apply their skills and ideas in management and mentorship
DROPS OUTS – willing to take the challenge to get more involved in individual and socially significant activities,
though being involved activities matching their interests and skills
YOUNG PARENTS CULTURAL OPERATORS – professionals willing to spread their activities in the periphery of the city, interested in
experimenting and development of alternative activities subcultures
COMMUNITY CENTER EMPLOYEES – willing to interact with the most dynamic layer of the society, providing
them with space for self-expression and taking advantage of their knowledge and activities
YOUNG ARTISTS – young individuals willing to develop and present their production in suburban areas, involving
community through different activities (workshops, exhibitions, concerts, movies, theatre plays, etc.)

RELATIONSHIPS
t
t
t
t
t

With HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATED YOUNG PEOPLE: raising awareness through campaigns, through development of soft skills, goal setting, teamwork, labor personal relationships
With UNIVERSITY graduated young people: participation and involvement in variety of self-development oriented
events
Cultural operators- to support and guide youth in the process of organizing events and attracting audience
Young artists- to promote creative-industries as field for job-opportunities for youth and to make more visible modern and urban art; to connect it with older generation
Community Centre’s employees– to foster the intergenerational dialogue and to promote art (performing arts, literature, music, etc.) as sustainable tool for youth participation not only in the early childhood years, but also during the
teenage years and later on
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CHANNELS
t
t
t
t
t

PERSONAL APPROACH: during the existing courses and meetings in the community centers
PROFESSIONAL: by introducing the topic among the cultural operators and proposing it to become
part of the agenda for community centers in 2017
MEDIA: social media, website, production and channels of KFP Varna Media Academy
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS: through disseminating the information related with the implementation of the KFP and good practices. Assistance with logistics for the relevant events.
YOUTH CENTRES: through providing consultancy and recommendations

REVENUE STREAMS
t
t
t

European financing through the different community programs of the EU, EU structures and institutions for the relevant activities included in this KFP.
Local and national funding through the various programs, trainings, and tools for implementation of
the specific activities.
Sponsorship from companies, business alliances and networks for projects and activities included in
this KFP (relevant equipment, materials, communication)

KEY RESOURCES
t
t
t
t

FINANCIAL: for conducting the events, activities, studies related with implementation of this KFP
HUMAN: teams and individuals, who will be involved in the process of organization and preparation
of the different stages of the KFP, multi-level local and international experts – experienced youth workers, authorities
LOGISTICS: for providing venues for conducting activities set up for this KFP
KNOW-HOW: professional expertise for increasing capacity of the trainers (local and international),
who will be responsible for specialized work with individuals from the target groups.

KEY ACTIVITIES
t
t
t

t
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YOUTH CORNER: not a metaphor, but a physical place where youth resources, ads, proposals for
future events/exhibitions/trainings and volunteer opportunities can be put available only for people
between 13 and 30 years old.
YOUTH CENTRES MEET COMMUNITY CENTRES : the existing 28 Youth Informational consulting
centers in Bulgaria to meet and exchange resource, knowledge and skills on working with the target
13-30 and to put a common work plan for active participation of youth in their region
NOCTURNA/ NOCTURNES: evening and night leisure time activities, organized in cooperation with
the community centers’ staff and local youth in Friday and Saturday evening. Nocturna is the night
program – youth-led and supported by institutional tools – i.e. the community centres to be available
at night – something which is currently not possible. This is dissemination of the successful night programs for young people in Spain and Portugal. These kinds of activities are not only a good opportunity
for young people to be in position of leaders, but also a way to prevent alcohol and drug-abuse.
ANNUAL MEETING OF COMMUNITY CENTRES: Each year the community centers from all regions of Bulgaria meet and discuss the challenges and future opportunities. The meeting is a great
chance to focus on underlining the identified trends and problems in youth and community centers
relations and to propose the policy tools to solve them in a efficient and creative way. The meeting is
chaired by the umbrella organization of Community Centers in Bulgaria – AGORA, which can be a
good opportunity to advocate more youth-friendly approach at a national level, and thus to extrapolate
the model of Varna community centers and Nocturne programs throughout the country.
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KEY PARTNERSHIPS
t
t
t
t

YOUTH WORKERS: providing trainings for the main target groups aiming to have a greater impact over the young
professionals and assisting their career
SOCIETY (PARENTS?)
AUTHORITIES – local, national, and EU/ international.
INTERNATIONAL EXPERTS – individuals, organizations and networks that will provide know-how, through
sharing experience, lesson learnt, showcases and providing consultancy in adapting the best models for the local
conditions.

COST STRUCTURE
t

Cost will relate mainly to extra staff due to the longer opening hours of the Community centers, communication, and
provision of relevant equipment for specific activities, related with this KFP.

KFP7- THE YOUTH PRO
Youth Professional builds on the skills, talents, and individual careers of youngsters. Youth professionals connects stakeholders and young people generating an original approach to cross-sectorial cooperation.

VALUE PROPOSITIONS
It is about using social entrepreneurship as a tool for youth development
It is about recognizing the Social Entrepreneurship as a solution for youth unemployment
It is about cross-sectorial communication
It is about developing the connections between the youth and the business
It is about development of soft skills and entrepreneurship skills through the method of non-formal education

TARGET GROUPS
HIGH SCHOOL graduated young people from Varna and region
UNIVERSITY graduated young people from Varna, Bulgaria, Black Sea region students
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RELATIONSHIPS
t
t
t

With HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATED YOUNG PEOPLE: raising awareness through campaigns, through
development of soft skills, goal setting, teamwork, labor personal relationships
With UNIVERSITY graduated young people: participation and involvement in variety of self-development oriented events
Social entrepreneurships: forums for sharing their experience

CHANNELS
t
t
t
t
t

PERSONAL APPROACH: during the existing courses and meetings in the community centers
PROFESSIONAL: by introducing the topic among the cultural operators and proposing it to become part
of the agenda for community centers in 2017
MEDIA: social media, website, production and channels of KFP Varna Media Academy
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS: through disseminating the information related with the implementation of the KFP and good practices. Assistance with logistics for the relevant events.
YOUTH CENTRES: through providing consultancy and recommendations

REVENUE STREAMS
t
t
t

European financing through the different community programs of the EU, EU structures and institutions
for the relevant activities included in this KFP.
Local and national funding through the various programs, trainings, and tools for implementation of the
specific activities.
Sponsorship from companies, business alliances and networks for projects and activities included in this
KFP (relevant equipment, materials, communication)

KEY RESOURCES
t
t
t
t

FINANCIAL: for conducting the events, activities, studies related with implementation of this KFP
HUMAN: teams and individuals, who will be involved in the process of organization and preparation of
the different stages of the KFP, multi-level local and international experts – experienced youth workers,
authorities
LOGISTICS: for providing venues for conducting activities set up for this KFP
KNOW-HOW: professional expertise for increasing capacity of the trainers (local and international),
who will be responsible for specialized work with individuals from the target groups.

KEY ACTIVITIES
t
t
t
t
t
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ROUND TABLES: discussions on identifying young peoples’ needs, sharing experience and deriving
conclusions, which can be later implemented in the training tools.
TRAININGS: for youth workers, consultants, trainers. Increasing capacity in order to provide high quality competences in a respond to young peoples’ professional needs and labor market needs.
CONFERENCES: organizing and implementing events on specific topics including broader variety of
stakeholders: professional alliances, authorities, policy makers, entrepreneurs, trainers, and young people. These can be the places and moments for presenting the different stages and accents of the KFP.
INFORMATIONAL EVENTS: organizing specialized events on topics related to the different aspects
of goal setting, and career development, including rights and obligations, labor market and networking
JOB FAIRS: special events for information, presentation, networking, and promotion of entrepreneurs,
career centers, business representatives, labor agencies, both national and EU. Better understanding of
the opportunities provided by the different structures, acquaintance with the legislative framework and
requirements and expectations of the job providers and young people.
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KEY PARTNERSHIPS
t
t
t
t
t
t
t
t

YOUTH WORKERS: providing trainings for the main target groups aiming to have a greater impact over the young
professionals and assisting their career
BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVES – (including business and professional alliances) providing first hand practical information on expectations, needs they have towards young professionals and opportunities they provide for career
development
ENTREPRENEURS – (including social), who will provide their showcases during the events and on spot, sharing
experience and know-how, out-of-the box ideas and innovative solutions. Shared/ co-working spaces, run by entrepreneurs can also be used as venues for conducting part of the activities related with the present KFP.
AUTHORITIES – local, national, and EU/ international. Providing information on current condition of labor market,
visions on social and labor policy, existing and planned programs for employment at various level
EDUCATIONAL CENTERS – supporting through trainings for development of soft skills, interpersonal and communication skills.
EU PROFESSIONAL ALLIANCES (of entrepreneurs, labor agencies – institutional and private)
EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES – local, national, and EU. Provision of understanding on working mechanisms of the
structures, practical information on opportunities they provide for young people, mobility, rights and obligations.
CENTERS FOR CAREER DEVELOPMENT: University Career Centers, Youth informational and volunteer centers
– providing knowledge and information on needs and expectation and level of preparation of the young people. Lobbying of recognition of volunteering experience of young individuals, their skills and knowledge from the business
sector and administration.

COST STRUCTURE
The main costs involve remuneration for experts – expert fees, travel and accommodation costs for the activities. Coverage
of costs for venues, relevant equipment, communication costs, and provision of materials for information and dissemination of results.

KFP8 - VARNA YOUTH MEDIA ACADEMY
VALUE PROPOSITIONS
t
t
t
t
t
t

It is not just about what and how you innovate, but also about how you pack it, promote it, present it through different
media channels.
It is not just about reporting on an event, action, initiative, it is also about first understanding the trends, mechanisms,
the idea behind any initiative, and presenting the idea, the innovation itself.
It is about using the media to promote the youth generation, its initiatives.
It is about transforming the European Youth Capital title and related programmes.
It is about being creators of social media trends and not just consumers of others’ content.
It is about forming communities through media and social media, through professional marketing, PR, media production and dissemination.
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TARGET GROUPS
t
t
t

Young individuals from Europe, Bulgaria and Varna aiming to work and build their careers in marketing, communication, offline, audio-visual or online media
Local, Bulgaria and European media institutions which seek good quality content and try to understand social innovation not just through the surface but also interactions, creating thinking lying underneath.
Marketing, PR, media and social media professionals with a desire to teach young generations about professionalism,
career and the joy of being in the field of communication of any kind.

RELATIONSHIPS
t
t
t
t

WITH THE TRAINEE: participation and interaction during meetings, follow-up relation using social media and
internet, contribution to the promotion of the European Youth Capital.
WITH THE YOUTH EDITORIALIST: personal involvement of the youth editorialist based on a learning stimulus in
generating editorial activity within and about the European Youth Capital Programme.
WITH THE MEDIA INSTITUTION: partner cooperation in providing key resources for the key activities foreseen in this project. The INNOWAVE programme can be of an increased interest for either local, national or
European media.
WITH THE COMMUNICATION EXPERT: expert cooperation fostering the expert’s professional input within key
activities planned under this key flagship project

CHANNELS
t
t
t
t

PERSONAL INTERACTION: through the events, trainings and operational editorial activities in the project.
OWN PLATFORMS: outputs of this KFP are promoted also through the own commnunication channels of the European Youth Capital Programme.
SOCIAL MEDIA: operational relation with target groups who cannot be present physically in the location of activities
(mostly in Varna).
PARTNER MEDIA: any professional output in this KFP can be best promoted to target groups through partner media
institutions

REVENUE STREAMS
t
t
t

European financing through different Community Programmes of the European Union for integrated actions within
this KFP.
Local and national financing for specific trainings, events and activities within this KFP.
Media and other kind of partnerships providing some specific key resources for activities and projects included in
this KFP.

KEY RESOURCES
t
t
t
t

LOGISTICS: adequate equipment for specific training, production activities and professional meetings during the
European Youth Capital year.
FINANCIAL: for human, logistic costs, and for investment creating a longer term legacy of youth media production
in Varna.
KNOW-HOW: professional expertize, experts for training and meeting events, licensed software in the support of
editorial activities provided by youth professionals and wannabes during the EYC2017 year.
HUMAN: teams and individuals for technical and professional management, but also for different facilitation activities.
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KEY ACTIVITIES
t
t
t

TRAIN MEDIA: Media trainings for youth in communication, PR, marketing, written, audio-visual, online and social
media production.
MEET MEDIA: Marketing, communication, social media events and conferences debating trends in media, and the
special relation of youth with media.
DO MEDIA: Editorial activity for the INNOWAVE 2017 Programme in different local and international languages
promoting activities, processes, innovation and everything else lying beneath this programme.

KEY PARTNERSHIPS
t
t
t

Local media actors, who can offer space for editorial outputs and possible local level equipment for training and production activities
National media with an interest towards the most dynamic generation of a society.
European media institutions, which aim to involve themselves in debates, educational activities and media production
about the European Youth Capital programme

COST STRUCTURE
t

Main costs involve location-based costs, accommodation for participants coming from outside Varna, costs related
to using the necessary infrastructure and equipment for proper training and production activities, participant and
expert travel cost, and expert fees, where partnerships cannot be built with important media institutions.

KFP9-InnoJump
VALUE PROPOSITIONS
Activities and actions involving youth to open air mobility, health and sports related activities. The project has its roots in
the strong powerbocking with jumping stilts movement from Varna.
t
t
t
t
t
t

It is about using urban culture and outdoor leisure time activities for social inclusion
It is about empowering young people and using existing resources in nonconventional ways for social change, and
affirmation of NEETs and young people from institutions
It is about meeting NEETS with social entrepreneurs with extreme sports and circus arts background to give them a
new perspective
It is about giving a new approach to the way social institutions cooperate with youth organizations and external experts
It is about social innovation in action in relation not only to inclusion but also to career development in the field of
entertainment and creative industries (animator jobs, circus, acrobats jobs etc.).
It is about using the various aspects of the urban culture (graffiti, parkour, slack line, etc.). These type of activities are
very suitable for marginalized youth and answer their needs in the same time in a physical (active way) and creative
(mental) way. In the same time this innovative approach gains skills for career development in the animation and
entertainment services.
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TARGET GROUPS
t
t
t

NEETS – young individuals demonstrating proactive interests towards street arts and sports
YOUNG PEOPLE FROM INSTITUTIONS
SOCIAL ENTERPRENEURS – individuals and organizations, working in the field of street arts, culture and sports
known for their activities and achievements.

RELATIONSHIPS
t
t
t
t

With the NEETS: personal communication, using entertainment and extreme sports and street art as a tool for youth
work and inclusion
INSTITUTIONAL: working with institutions through unconventional inno-ways which are more youth-friendly and
less “serious” but more involving for the youth. The relation should be based on trust and mutual respect for the professional qualities of the youth workers implementing the methodology and the social workers from the institutions.
SOCIAL ENTERPRENEURS: especially in the field of extreme sports, circus arts and outdoor activities in urban
environment – working in direction of recognition of their work/topic as a valuable method for leisure time for youth
PERSONAL: Peer-to-peer popularization of the activities and its participants

CHANNELS
t
t
t
t
t
t

PERSONAL APPROACH: sharing the knowledge, skills from mouth-to-mouth
PROFESSIONAL: through organizational and professional national and international networks related to NEETs and
social inclusion
MEDIA: social media, website, newspaper, production and channels of KFP Varna Media Academy, national media
SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS: through disseminating the information related with the implementation of the KFP and
good practices.
YOUTH CENTRES: through providing consultancy and recommendations
COMMUNITY CENTERS YOUTH CORNERS: involving in Nocturnal programme and participation in its events

REVENUE STREAMS
t
t
t
t

European financing through the different community programs of the EU, EU structures and institutions for the relevant activities included in this KFP.
Local and national funding through the various programs, trainings, and tools for implementation of the specific
activities.
Sponsorship from companies, business alliances and networks for projects and activities included in the festival (relevant equipment, materials, communication)
Crowdfunding – by initiating a public campaign

KEY RESOURCES
t
t
t
t

FINANCIAL: for conducting the events, activities related with implementation of festival
HUMAN: professionals, youth and social workers – mentors, trainers, and supervisors
LOGISTICS: relevant equipment, building the mobility park
KNOW-HOW: professional expertise for conducting of a large scale event with international dimension.

KEY ACTIVITIES
t

METHODOLOGY: developing work frame for working with NEETs, institutions in cooperation with local youth
workers and international experts experienced with the topic ; rules; safety measures and basic principles for social
inclusion though urban activities
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t
t
t
t

IDENTIFIYING PARTNER INSTITUTIONS: for starting the pilot action certain number of youth has to be involved
from social and educational institutions; also an open call for participants will be disseminated in a suitable way based
on their proactive interests towards the activity
IMPLEMENTING: during the phase of implementation the different actors will focus on their activities with NEETs
and youth
EVALUATION: in relation to the methodology and the achieved results; feedback from participants and key partners;
and measuring the effect via various criteria
IMPROVING THE INNOJUMP: implementing the feedback by the different actors to build up the next Inno Jump

KEY PARTNERSHIPS
t
t
t

STATE AND LOCAL AUTHORITIES – facilitating the access of the young artists and youth workers to young people
in institutions.
YOUTH NGOS – local, national, European organizations engaged with their activities and expertise in work with
young people, NEETS, and institutionalized children. Trainers and researchers.
NETWORK OF THE EUROPEAN YOUTH CAPITALS – visibility and dissemination of the KFP.

COST STRUCTURE
Main structure of the costs will be related with equipment, provision of facilities for the relevant activities of the KFP,
development of the methodology. Coverage of travel and accommodation costs for the international experts, payment for
trainers and social entrepreneurs engaged with the core activities, project costs.

KFP10- FUNCITY+
FUNCITY Festival is a unique for its kind event in Varna, and the country. The main aim of the event is to provide young
people with space, to demonstrate their talents and interests. Funcity+ transforms this event into a European landmark
moment for youth.

VALUE PROPOSITIONS
t
t
t
t
t

It is about offering a special place for exchanging knowledge and skills among artists, festival volunteers and audience
in the different festival “labs”.
It is about combining the atmosphere of a local innovative youth-led festival with European names from the music
scene and performing arts.
It is about the unique connection between mainstream cultures and subcultures in the very heart of the city, meeting,
understanding and accepting each other.
It is about fostering intergenerational dialogue in an innovative and provoking way.
It is about developing the program through cooperation and participation of artist and performers from past and
future EYCs, which will work for the European added value of festival and will give opportunities for international
recognition of local artist dissemination of the activities. Bringing European audience to the city.
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TARGET GROUPS
t
t
t
t

YOUNG PEOPLE – local, national and international young people
YOUNG ARTISTS AND PERFORMERS – young individuals, non formal groups and organizations
willing to share their talents in arts and street sports, music, entrepreneurs
YOUTH NGOS – willing to take the challenge to get more involved in individual and socially significant activities, though being involved activities matching their interests and skills
CHILDREN

RELATIONSHIPS
t
t
t
t
t

Being a result of successful STRUCTURE DIALOGUE between the alliance of YOUTH ORGANIZATIONS and informal groups with the LOCAL AUTHORITIES, the festival has the RECOGNITION of
the both YOUNG PEOPLE and local ADMINISTRATION.
INSTITUTIONAL: local and international networking between the festival association, youth organizations and representatives of past, present and nominated EYCs within the frames of international
project with variety of activities (4.6 Youth in Action project).
PERSONAL: Peer-to-peer popularization of the festival and its participants
MIXING SUBCULTURES ON VARIETY OF LEVELS – local, national, international
INVOLVEMENT THROUGH PARTICIPATION: transforming the audience from observer and listener to participant and creator.

CHANNELS
t
t
t
t
t

PERSONAL APPROACH: sharing the information, knowledge, skills from mouth-t-mouth
PROFESSIONAL: through organizational and professional networks
MEDIA: social media, website, newspaper, production and channels of KFP Varna Media Academy,
national media,
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS: through disseminating the information related with the implementation of the KFP and good practices. Assistance with logistics for the relevant events.
YOUTH CENTRES: through providing consultancy and recommendations

REVENUE STREAMS
t
t
t

European financing through the different community programs of the EU, EU structures and institutions for the relevant activities included in this KFP.
Local and national funding through the various programs, trainings, and tools for implementation of
the specific activities.
Sponsorship from companies, business alliances and networks for projects and activities included in the
festival (relevant equipment, materials, communication)

KEY RESOURCES
t
t
t
t
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FINANCIAL: for conducting the events, activities related with implementation of festival
HUMAN: teams and individuals, who will be involved in the process of organization, coordinating,
preparing and communicating of the different stages of the festival
LOGISTICS: for providing venues for conducting activities, safety measure meeting the standards, relevant equipment set up for this large scale event.
KNOW-HOW: professional expertise for conducting of a large scale event with international dimension.
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KEY ACTIVITIES
t

t
t
t

PARTNERSHIPS, PARTNER ORGANIZATION: Cooperation between the youth the Association Varna Youth Festival (key formation of leading youth led NGOs) and different stakeholders inter-ested and committed in preparation
and participation of the festival: Municipality of Varna, spon-sors (business sector representatives), participants (artists, performers and other NGOs – regional, national and European)
VOLUNTEER COOPERATION: open call for volunteers – local, regional, international. Provision of training and
coordination of activities on various leveles
LOCATION MANAGEMENT: cooperation between the management body of the festival and municipality of Varna, as well as other stakeholders involved providing different locations for the venues and activities necessary for the
implementation of the activities
PUBLIC‘S EXPERIENCE: actions related with evaluation of activities related to the different phases of preparation
and implementation – informational campaign and activities, communication, safety measures, public’s involvement
and participation in the festival activities

KEY PARTNERSHIPS
t
t
t
t

LOCAL AUTHORITIES: financial, political, and logistical support of the festival
YOUTH NGOS– local, national, and EU/ international.
NETWORK OF THE EUROPEAN YOUTH CAPITALS – visibility of the festival at European level and providing a
stage for artists
BULGARIAN FESTIVAL ASSOCIATION – providing know-how, expertise, and contacts.

COST STRUCTURE
Main costs will be related with equipment, provision of facilities for the relevant activities of the festival, coverage of accommodation, travel costs, and financial costs for the international artists and performers. Costs related to implementation of the communicational strategy.

KFP11 - Project for Millions
Project for Millions is a Participative Budgeting process that enables public financial allocation and support for young
informal groups from Varna, enabling them to initiate small scale projects and involving the community on selecting the
best proposal in order to be implemented in the EYC year.

VALUE PROPOSITIONS
t
t
t
t
t

It is about Participative Budgeting, a type exercise in the context of participatory democracy, which allows citizens to
identify, discuss, and prioritize public spending projects, and gives them the power to make real decisions about how
to spend part of a public budget.
It is about enabling young people to work with government to make the budget decisions that affect their lives.
It is about focusing on young people organized in informal groups that are having a bigger and more active role in
society, mostly in specific domains that are not publicly addressed, but which constitute a specific interest for them
and can mean new resources in urban development.
It is about fostering the participation and inclusion of the citizens, especially of young people in the democratic processes of public consultation and decision-making, with the goal of establishing optimal ways of spending the local
public budget.
It is about facilitating the process through which the management bodies of the EYC2017 will subsidize the implementation of the most agreed on projects initiated by informal groups of young people
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TARGET GROUPS
t

YOUNG PEOPLE from Varna, not organized, not engaged in youth work

RELATIONSHIPS
t
t

t

WITH THE INFORMAL GROUP: a facilitation, assistance and then partner cooperation
starting from the identification of these groups and continuing through a facilitation and
empowerment process.
WITH THE PUBLIC: this relation is about engagement with the general public, as voters.
The main idea of the participative budgeting is to give direct power to the public, citizens
to vote on which projects of the informal groups should be signed by the city hall and
which not.
WITH THE FACILITATORS: awareness raising and training activities will be managed
by a group of 50-70 facilitators. They will work closely with coordinators in order to understand and disseminate the concept. It is an operational relationship.

CHANNELS
t
t
t
t

PERSONAL INTERACTION: through the facilitation and mobilization events, trainings
OWN PLATFORMS: outputs of this KFP are promoted also through the own commnunication channels of the European Youth Capital Programme.
SOCIAL MEDIA
PARTNER MEDIA: any professional output in this KFP can be best promoted to target
groups through partner media institutions

REVENUE STREAMS
t
t
t
t

European financing through different Community Programmes of the European Union
for integrated actions within this KFP.
Local and national financing for specific trainings, events and activities within this KFP.
Media and other kind of partnerships providing some specific key resources for activities
and projects included in this KFP.
The City Hall will give direct financing for the projects of informal groups during the
European Youth Capital year in 2017.

KEY RESOURCES
t
t
t
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LOGISTICS: adequate equipment for specific training, production activities and professional meetings during the European Youth Capital year.
FINANCIAL: for human, logistic costs
HUMAN: teams and individuals for technical and professional management, but also for
different facilitation activities.
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KEY ACTIVITIES
t

t

The strategic objective is to create a portfolio of small projects proposed by the young people, addressed to the local
community, that contribute to the active participation of the inhabitants in the life of the community, that encourages
people to be proactive, are happening in public and community spaces and grant free access to all citizens, without
any financial barrier
The young people and local community vote on these projects, they are financed by the Municipality and are implemented in the context of the EYC2017

KEY PARTNERSHIPS
t

Local Administration and Media

COST STRUCTURE
Main costs involve location-based costs, accommodation for participants coming from outside Varna, costs related to using the necessary infrastructure and equipment for proper training and production activities, participant and expert travel
cost, and expert fees, where partnerships cannot be built with important media institutions.

KFP12 - Network of European Youth Capitals
Varna’s EYC title will offer the opportunity to be part of the Network of European Youth Capitals. This flagship builds on
project based cooperation, policies, exchanges with former and future EYC’s confirmed until 2017.

VALUE PROPOSITIONS
t
t
t
t

It is about enabling project-based interaction with a special emphasis on youth and develop platforms between member cities and partners based on solidarity in the cooperation process.
It is about setting sustainable and demonstrative standards, frameworks and good practices in policies regarding
youth participation a local level and active citizenship.
It is about empowering European cities and their surrounding regions in considering youth participation, equal opportunities for youth and sustainable development of youth structures as strategic priorities for their medium- and
long-term development in the process of achieving better quality of life.
It is about contributing to the greater recognition of the European Youth Capital title at all levels as a tool for local level
implementation of European policies, for strengthening interactions between European institutions and local bodies
and as a role model for the further development of youth policies in other European municipalities.

TARGET GROUPS
t
t
t
t
t
t

Cities of Europe (from countries which are members of the Council of Europe), former. Present and future EYC candidates
Cities outside Europe, which cooperate with European cities committed to youth or with the Network itself
European, inter-regional, national, regional and local youth organizations and networks and partner organizations of
these entities
European, national, regional and local public institutions with activities related to youth
Other organizations acting at European, transnational, national, regional and local organizations actively involving
young people or working for the youth generation
Private companies which address youth as a key target group in their commitment towards social responsibility.
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RELATIONSHIPS
t
t
t

Members of the N-EYC are cities designated as European Youth Capitals by the European Youth
Forum.
Key partners of the N-EYC are cities which applied in the past or consider applying for the European Youth Capital title in the future and aim to cooperate with the N-EYC in this process and
use the expertise of the network in future city level youth initiatives.
Institutional partners are of global European level public institutions and private entities cooperating with this network and having aims and actions related to our vision, mission and
objectives.

CHANNELS
t
t
t
t

PERSONAL INTERACTION
PLATFORMS
INSTITUTIONS
PARTNERS

REVENUE STREAMS
t
t
t

European financing through different Community Programmes of the European Union for integrated actions within this KFP.
Local and national financing for specific trainings, events and activities within this KFP.
Media and other kind of partnerships providing some specific key resources for activities and
projects included in this KFP.

KEY RESOURCES
t
t
t
t

LOGISTICS: adequate equipment for specific training, production activities and professional
meetings during the European Youth Capital year.
FINANCIAL: for human, logistic costs, and for investment creating a longer term legacy of
youth media production in Varna.
KNOW-HOW: professional expertise, experts for training and meeting events
HUMAN: teams and individuals for technical and professional management

KEY PARTNERSHIPS
t
t
t

Local media actors, who can offer space for editorial outputs and possible local level equipment
for training and production activities
National media with an interest towards the most dynamic generation of a society.
European media institutions, which aim to involve themselves in debates, educational activities
and media production about the European Youth Capital programme

COST STRUCTURE
t
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Main costs involve location-based costs, accommodation for participants coming from outside Varna, costs related to using the necessary infrastructure and equipment for proper
event management
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KFP 13 – InnoMove
This initiative builds a network of youth exchanges through which social innovation is carried by young people from Varna to a series of projects, events, trainings at European level. Main objective is to interconnect Varna with Europe through
its own youth.

VALUE PROPOSITIONS
t
t
t

It is about European youth mobility projects Erasmus+ and Salto Youth Network
It is about establishing partnerships and making use of already existing ones to support the personal and professional
development of young people from Varna
It is about broadening the horizons of young people through opening the doors to Europe

.TARGET GROUPS
t

YOUNG PEOPLE from Varna

RELATIONSHIPS
t
t
t

WITH YOUTH: informing, encouraging and supporting their enrollment in mobility projects
WITH EUROPEAN PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS FROM OTHER LOCATIONS: establishing partnerships and
requesting support for the mobility projects
WITH VARNA BASED ORGANIZATIONS: we will encourage local organizations to extend their activity’s reach to
a European scale, to promote mobility opportunities among their members

CHANNELS
t
t
t
t

PERSONAL INTERACTION
PLATFORMS
SOCIAL MEDIA
PARTNERS

REVENUE STREAMS
t
t
t

European financing through different Community Programmes of the European Union for integrated
actions within this KFP.
Local and national financing for specific trainings, events and activities within this KFP.
Media and other kind of partnerships providing some specific key resources for activities
and projects included in this KFP.

KEY RESOURCES
t
t
t
t

LOGISTICS: adequate equipment for specific training, production activities and professional meetings during the
European Youth Capital year.
FINANCIAL: for human, logistic costs, and for investment creating a longer term legacy of youth media production
in Varna.
KNOW-HOW: professional expertise, experts for training and meeting events, licensed software in the support of
editorial activities provided by youth professionals and wannabes during the EYC2017 year.
HUMAN: teams and individuals for technical and professional management, but also for different facilitation
activities.
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KEY ACTIVITIES
t
t

Mobilizing, informing campaigns
Partnerships

KEY PARTNERSHIPS
t
t

EUROPEAN NETWORKS
PARTNER YOUTH ORGANIZATIONS: youth NGOs from Europe assuming the role of being partner and hosting
organizations for key activities, as presented in this description.

COST STRUCTURE
t

Main costs involve communication, partnership management and travel costs

KFP14- VARNA on the MAP
VALUE PROPOSITIONS
t
t
t

It is a European Youth Capital programme which does not happen just in Varna, Bulgaria, but its physical location
extend to all Europe.
It is not just about connecting the youth generation and stakeholders to Varna, but also about connecting Varna to
the rest of Europe.
It is about youth on the move, like it is underlined also by Europe 2020’s flagship initiative.

TARGET GROUPS
t
t
t

Former and future European Youth Capital cities
Youth from twinned towns of Varna
Any other city, youth organization, informal group, who/which would like to take part in INNOWAVE 2017 hosting
and organizing partner events and underlining how social innovation can be part of the youth generation’s life in their
cities, countries.

RELATIONSHIPS
t
t
t

WITH YOUTH FROM OTHER LOCATIONS: on-spot interaction in various places in every corner of Europe in the
form of trainings, public space events, structured dialogue events, volunteering or other form of interaction
WITH PARTNER ORGANIZATIONS FROM OTHER LOCATIONS: equal level partner cooperation transforming
them as co-creators of Varna’s European Youth Capital programme in 2007.
WITH VARNA BASED ORGANIZATIONS: we will encourage local organizations to extend their activity’s reach
to a European scale. We will encourage participating and partner presence in projects and action happening outside
Varna and Bulgaria.

COST STRUCTURE
t

Main costs involve location-based costs, accommodation for participants travelling for the purpose of these activities,
costs related to using the necessary infrastructure and equipment for proper training and production activities, participant and expert travel cost, and expert fees, where partnerships cannot be built with important media institutions,
specific cost related to youth mobility
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CHANNELS
t
t
t

PERSONAL INTERACTION: on-spot interaction with European youth in various locations outside Varna and Bulgaria.
MANAGEMENT CLOUD: cooperation with partner institutions and the monitoring process for project under this
key flagship will be managed through the special management and monitoring instrument set for this European
Youth Capital programme.
SOCIAL MEDIA: personal interaction on social media platforms prior and after specific projects and events, empowering the virtual connectivity of young people from outside Varna and Bulgaria with INNOWAVE 2017.

REVENUE STREAMS
t
t
t

European financing through different Community Programmes of the European Union for integrated actions within
this KFP.
Donor cooperation from institutions from third countries who have a common goal with actions hosted by partner
organizations of INNOWAVE 2017 outside Varna and Bulgaria, including government institutions, local administration, cultural institutes or private companies and the media through liquid or in-kind contributions.
Media and other kind of partnerships providing some specific key resources for activities and projects included in this
KFP, including European level media partnerships with Euronews, TV5 Europe, Deutsche Welle or BBC.

KEY RESOURCES
t
t
t
t

LOGISTICS: specific equipment and locations for partner events outside Bulgaria.
FINANCIAL: for human, logistic, location and other type of specific costs related to each event.
KNOW-HOW: professional expertize depending on the type and location of the event, know-how which can be an
input from partner organizations from outside Bulgaria.
HUMAN: teams and individuals for technical and professional management, but also for different facilitation activities, volunteers for public actions.

KEY ACTIVITIES
t
t

t
t

PUBLIC SPACE YOUTH MOVEMENT: specific actions and events involving the youth generation in open air activities in an active, participatory way.
STRUCTURED DIALOGUE: specific events debating the future of Europe, social innovation in local communities in
all Europe, but also the role of youth participation in forming tomorrow’s society. These events also give an opportunity to promote ongoing participatory processes in Varna and analyzing how these models can be multiplied in other
regions and communities of Europe
TRAINING EVENTS: professional trainings in different fields connecting and involving youth, which enables social
innovation through youth participation.
YOUTH MOBILITY: Varna ambassadorship programme, mobility of young people and youth workers from Varna
through EVS, youth exchanges and youth workers mobility.

KEY PARTNERSHIPS
t
t

PARTNER YOUTH ORGANIZATIONS: youth NGOs from Europe assuming the role of being partner and hosting
organizations for key activities, as presented in this description.
PARTNER PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS: government institutions or local administrations from other countries than
Bulgaria, cultural institutes, multinational private companies involved and promoting social innovation as part of
their community social responsibility activities.
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OPEN PLATFORM FOR COLLABORATION: INNOWAVE FOR ALL
SECOND PILLAR. CALENDAR KEY DATES
Although a programme covering the full year of 2017, our aim is to give some basic reference point to the programme,
where the most important topics can be addressed, and shared value can be created.
Our calendar focuses on the following dates, celebrating important moments for local, Bulgarian, European communities
and for the World.

t 1 JANUARY – New Year (Op
ening)
t 21 JANUARY – World Hug
Day
t 14 FEBRUARY - St. Valentine
’s Day and Triton Zarezan
- wine celebration
t 1 MARCH – Zero Discrimina
tion Day
t 3 MARCH - Liberation Day
of Bulgaria
t 20 MARCH – International
Day of Happiness
t 21 MARCH – World Poetry
Day
t 22 APRIL – International Mo
ther Earth Day
t 9 MAY – Europe Day
t 17 MAY – World Telecomm
unication and Information
Society Day
t 24 MAY – Bulgarian Educati
on and Culture, and Slavonic
Literature Day
t 1 JUNE – Children’s Day and
Global Day of Parents
t 1 JULY – July morning (greet
ing the sun/summer/ hippie
tradition)
t 27 JULY – Varna Liberation
Day
t 30 JULY – International Day
of Friendship
t 12 AUGUST – International
youth day
t 15 AUGUST – Day of Varna
t 15 SEPTEMBER - Official ope
ning of the school year and
International Day of Democracy
t 20 SEPTEMBER – Cooperati
on Day
t 21 SEPTEMBER – No Cars
Day
t 22 SEPTEMBER – Independe
nce Day
t 26 SEPTEMBER – European
Day of Languages
t 27 SEPTEMBER – World Tou
rism Day
t 24 OCTOBER – United Nat
ions Day
t 21 NOVEMBER – World Tel
evision Day
t 1 DECEMBER – world AID
S Day
t 5 DECEMBER – Internation
al day of Volunteers
t 8 DECEMBER – Bulgarian Stu
dents day
t 10 DECEMBER – Human Rig
hts Day
t 31 DECEMBER – New Year’s
Eve (Closing)
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OPEN PLATFORM FOR COLLABORATION: INNOWAVE FOR ALL
THIRD PILLAR. OPEN ACCESS TO CO-CREATION
The third pillar in composing the programme for INNOWAVE is the open access to co-creation. This actually sums up
all activities of the central management aiming to connect partner organizations from Europe, Bulgaria and Varna to the
European Youth Capital Programme.
This open access will be facilitated through open calls for participation starting from the first preparation year, 2015. Calls
will be launched first on general basis, but following the preparation of the programme of central events also connected
to the main dates of the second pillar, specific calls for participation will be launched connected to these specific events.
Imagine INNOWAVE VARNA 2017 as a puzzle game, where several hundred partner organizations connect and
co-create in order to enable a unique experience of any young person from Varna, Bulgaria and Europe. This experience can be felt in the physical location of Varna, or can be also witnessed and felt in other locations thanks to the
Varna on the Move key flagship project.
Following the proposed ideas and activities from partner organizations, each key event, key moment will be co-created by
these organizations and the impact of these joint activities will be monitored through the instruments of the Fourth Pillar
of this collaborative platform.
Not the least, this open approach towards INNOWAVE 2017 can generate a key element of the legacy of the European
Youth Capital programme for Varna, an existing platform of cooperation which can be maintained for the future and
which will enable further cooperation and co-creation with Varna as a South-Eastern epicenter of youth in Europe.

OPEN PLATFORM FOR COLLABORATION: INNOWAVE FOR ALL
FOURTH PILLAR. INTEGRATED MONITORING AND INFORMATION SYSTEM
The Monitoring and Information System will serve several roles in the management of the European Youth Capital programme. First, it will be an important tool for operational cooperation between the central management of INNOWAVE 2017 and all partner organizations, volunteers, sponsors in the preparation and implementing process of
projects and activities.
Furthermore, the MIS will serve also as the most important instrument for monitoring the activities, results and impact
of INNOWAVE 2017. This system will enable an easy reporting mechanism from partner organizations but also from
the central management on a set of indicators set to monitor results and impact of the programme. The instrument
will be also vital in reporting towards the European Youth Forum and any other financing or partner institution.
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OPEN PLATFORM FOR COLLABORATION: INNOWAVE FOR
ALL IMAGINE A PROCESS FOR COOPERATION
I RECEIVE INFORMATION ABOUT THE CONCEPT OF INNOWAVE 2017 (awareness and communication)
I GET MORE DETAILS ON OBJECTIVES, THE PROGRAMME
I DECIDE I WANT TO BE A PARTNER ORGANIZATION INVOLGIN MYSELF ON
SPECIFIC KEY FLASHIP PROJECTS
I GET REGISTERED IN THE MONITORING SYSTEM UNDERLINING MY ROLE AS
LOCAL, REGIONAL, NATIONAL OR EUROPEAN ORGANIZATION
I FOLLOW CALL OPENINGS FOR PROJECT PROPOSALS OR KEY EVENTS
WHERE I CAN IMPLEMENT OFWN ACTIONS
I PROPOSE OWN ACTIONS IN MY CITY, COUNTRY OR IN VARNA
I PREPARE MY PROJECTS, USING COMMUNICATION, FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
AND INVOLVING VOLUNTEERS THROUGH EXCHANGE PROGRAMMES OR MY
OWN SURROUNDING.
I IMPLEMENT MY PROJECTS GIVING REPORTS ON SPECIFIC INDICATORS
THROUGH THE MONITORING AND INFORMATION SYSTEM.
IN THE END, I DOWNLOAD MY OWN REPORT CHART ABOUT MY CONTRIBUTION TO INNOWAVE 2017.
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Varna 2017 Team
The implementation of the EYC initiative will be managed by a separate body set up to perform this task. THE BODY
WILL BE A LEGALLY REGISTERED NON-GOVERNMENTAL ENTITY AUTHORIZED BY VARNA MUNICIPALITY TO COORDINATE THE EYC.
The team preparing the application (municipal and youth NGOs and non-formal group representatives) will recommend
to the Mayor and Youth Department Director and participate in the selection of members of the executive board of this
management structure. The managing board will be directly responsible to the Local Action Group For Youth.
These members will be selected according to specially developed criteria by the team and municipality to include individuals with established reputation in the following sectors: community work, culture and arts, youth work, business and tourism, politics, European administration, local Diaspora, representatives of international organizations actively involved in
community life.
The selection will aim to ensure a competent and professional team of individuals whose commitment to the initiative as
well as professional contacts will attract supporters at all levels to benefit the management, organization, ideas, popularity, supplementary funding, and community involvement.
Departments, structuring will operate on 8 MAIN HORIZONTAL AREAS:

ADMINISTRATIVE-LEGAL-FINANCIAL | PROGRAMME AND MAJOR EVENTS
PARTNERSHIPS | SYSTEM AND LOGISTICS
COMMUNICATION AND PR | STRATEGIC AND POLICY
MONITORING AND EVALUATION | HUMAN RESOURCES AND VOLUNTEERING
The team preparing the application consists of representative of Varna Municipality and nominated representatives of
youth organizations:
SVETLANA PASEVA – Head of Youth Activities Department at Municipality of Varna
YORDAN DYANKOV – Senior expert at Youth Activities Department at Municipality of Varna
DARINA IVANOVA – Senior expert at Youth Activities Department at Municipality of Varna
MAYA DONEVA – representative of the NGO sector (IDEA youth NGO)
STOYANA STOEVA – representative of the NGO sector (Youth Information and Consultative Center - YICC)
KALOYAN KOSTADINOV – representative of the NGO sector (Youth Regional Network of the Assembly of European
Regions - AER)
THE CONTACT PERSON employed during the preparation, running and evaluation of the EYC in their capacity as
municipality representative will remain the same as that of the current application stage.
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Communication and information
GOALS
The communication plan is built on 3+1 pillars describing the goals as well as the campaign stages. They are
designed to carry the communication messages.
•

INFORMATION: providing information related to the concept of an EYC and to the process related to
Varna as EYC2017. Basic information for the first stage.

•

AWARENESS: reinforcement of the information phase, aiming to reach a higher level of understanding
the concept.

•

MOBILIZATION: targeting the already won audience, aiming to involve them in the implementation.

•

EVALUATION: a look-back based on the feed-back gathered throughout the EYC year.

These goals will be achieved through integrated communication: promotional methods intended to reinforce
each other, including the use of a well-established visual identity used on every communication material and
channel. This contains the official logo of the programme and the colors identified in the brand book. The elements will be respected by every partner willing to promote Varna2017.

TARGET GROUP ANALYSIS+COMMUNICATION
MESSAGES+CHANNELS
General: 15-35/M+F/URB+RUR

Demographic targeting

Individual

Target
group
15-18
19-25
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Message

Communication channel

Opportunity to get to know
other people, gather experience,
have fun, express your creativity
Training opportunities, networking, personal development,
work experience, activities
matching your interests, international events

School billboards, DM – teachers, youth
clubs, Facebook, printed materials, outside
branding, YouTube, Instagram
Website, youth clubs, Facebook official +
youth NGOs, Instagram, apps, newsletter,
outside branding, events, partners’ communication channels, YouTube
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Demographic targeting
26-35

Personal + organizational
development, partnerships, European networks, promotion
Organization- Youth
Networking, best practice,
al-/institutional NGOs
knowledge passover, recruits,
development, visibility,
Local/
Branding, visibility, promotion,
national
European networks, partnerinstitutions ships, local support for future
events
Stakehold- Brand promotion (EU, national,
ers
local), possible recruits
European local strengths, promotion,
level
networking

Local press, website, partners’ communication channels, radio ads, outside branding,
events, Facebook, YouTube
Newsletter, Facebook, website, DM, outside
branding, open meetings
Local+national press, DM, website, outside
branding, events
Local+national press, DM, Facebook, outside branding, events
Network of European Youth Capitals, twitter, newsletter, events

Keeping the pillars of this plan, the communication moments build around 3 keywords put as hashtags.

When?
2015/II sem (Information)

2016/I sem (Awareness)

Hashtag
Key message
#innoDARE Dare to explore

•

event presence

open up
Feel the change

•

printed materials/city branding

•

event presence

Edge of your horizon

•

printed materials/city branding

Feel new

•

press

•

preparatory projects

empowered
Act together

•

event presence

Act to achieve

•

printed materials/city branding

attract

•

press

develop

•

partner+own projects

inspire

•

NEYC cooperation (handover ceremony)

feed your mind
#innoFEEL

good
2016/II sem -2017
(Mobilization)

#innoACT

How
• press
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Detailed Communication Plan

TARGET GROUP LEVELS
BASIC

– Varna. The communication on this level is targeted to reach the population of Varna, as they are the number
one target of the project, they have to know and to understand what a European Youth Capital is and how this project
can bring benefits to their well-being.
This level of target groups has the following actors:

Individual

Target group

Message

15-18

Opportunity to get to know other peop- School billboards, DM – teale, gether experience, have fun, express chers, youth clubs, facebook,
your creativity
printed materials, outside branding, youtube, instagram
Training opportunities, networking, Website, youth clubs, facebook
personal development, work experience, official+youth NGOs, instagram,
activities matiching your interests, inter- apps, newsletter, outside brandnational events
ing, events, partners’ communication channels, youtube
Personal + organizational development, Local press, website, partners’
partnerships, European networks, pro- communication channels, radio
motion
ads, outside branding, events, facebook, youtube
Networking, best practice, knowledge Newsletter, facebook, websipassover, recruits, development, visibi- te, DM, outside branding, open
lity,
meetings
Branding, visibility, promotion, Europe- Local+national press, DM, weban networks, partnerships, local support site, outside branding, events
for future events
Brand promotion (EU, national, local), Local+national press, DM, facepossible recruits
book, outside branding, events

19-25

26-35

Organiza-/institu- Local youth NGOs
tional
Local institutions
Stakeholders
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Communication channel
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MIDDLE

– this level consists of the population of Varna and of Bulgaria. Here we target the local and the national level

of population, as after the locals of Varna, the people living in Bulgaria should find out about the possibilities related to the
European Youth Capital project and about the strengths of Varna.
This level of target groups has the following actors (Basic + Mid):

Individual

Target group

Message

Communication channel

15-18

Opportunity to get to know other people, gether experience, have fun, express
your creativity
Training opportunities, networking,
personal development, work experience,
activities matiching your interests, international events
Personal + organizational development,
partnerships, European networks, promotion
Networking, best practice, knowledge
passover, recruits, development, visibility,
Branding, visibility, promotion, European networks, partnerships, local support
for future events
Brand promotion (EU, national, local),
possible recruits

School billboards, DM – teachers, youth
clubs, facebook, printed materials, outside
branding, youtube, instagram
Website, youth clubs, facebook official+youth NGOs, instagram, apps, newsletter, outside branding, events, partners’
communication channels, youtube
Local press, website, partners’ communication channels, radio ads, outside branding,
events, facebook, youtube
Newsletter, facebook, website, DM, outside
branding, open meetings

19-25

26-35
Organiza- Local and natiotional-/ins- nal youth NGOs
titutional
Local/national
institutions
Local and national stakeholders

Local+national press, DM, website, outside
branding, events
Local+national press, DM, facebook, outside branding, events

HIGH

– this level is the basic and mid level completed with the European population. On this level of communication
the aim is to promote Varna and the European Youth Capital level on a European level in order to attract tourists and
stakeholders to participate and to get involved in the life and activities of the city.
The actors of this level are the following (Basic + Middle + European):

Individual

Target group

Message

Communication channel

15-18

Opportunity to get to know other people, gether experience, have fun, express
your creativity

19-25

Training opportunities, networking,
personal development, work experience,
activities matiching your interests, international events

26-35

Personal + organizational development,
partnerships, European networks, promotion

School billboards, DM
– teachers, youth clubs,
facebook, printed materials, outside branding,
youtube, instagram
Website, youth clubs,
facebook official+youth
NGOs, instagram, apps,
newsletter, outside branding, events, partners’
communication channels,
youtube
Local press, website,
partners’ communication channels, radio ads,
outside branding, events,
facebook, youtube
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Organizational /institutional

Local, national and
European youth
NGOs
Local/national institutions
Stakeholders
European level

Networking, best practice, knowledge
passover, recruits, development, visibility,
Branding, visibility, promotion, European networks, partnerships, local support
for future events
Brand promotion (EU, national, local),
possible recruits
local strengths, promotion, networking

Newsletter, facebook,
website, DM, outside
branding, open meetings
Local+national press,
DM, website, outside
branding, events
Local+national press,
DM, facebook, outside
branding, events
Network of European
Youth Capitals, twitter,
newsletter, events

COMMUNICATION LEVELS
In order to show how we imagined the communication activities and the delivery of messages, we organized the communication methods into levels of information: what should someone know about the European Youth Capital in the
different phases of communication? We put the types of to-be-delivered information in the form of questions and simple
sentences, keywords.

INFO 1 A
What is a European Youth Capital – the title, the history, the European Youth Capital, the Network of European
Youth Capitals?
What is a European Youth Capital good for?
How did Varna become one?
What should one know about Varna’s European Youth Capital programme?
What are the key elements of the programme?

INFO 2 A
What activities should one expect from this European Youth Capital programme?
Who and how can be involved?
Can anyone come up with ideas for projects or events? What types of activities, projects or ideas can one suggest?
Can I be a partner/organizer/volunteer?
How can the European Youth Capital help in my activities?

AWARENESS 1 A
Varna is European Youth Capital 2017
The programme of the 2017 European Youth Capital
The activities included in the programme
The ways of participation
The benefits and objectives of the programme
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MOBILIZATION 1+2 A
The activities and events of the programme
The ways of participation – call to action: volunteering (MOB 1), participants (MOB 1+2), partners (MOB 1)

AWARENESS 3 A

Achievements
Results
Legacy
Network of European Youth Capitals and future projects

COMMUNICATION ACTIVITIES
Regarding the activities through which we will deliver several communication messages, we listed examples on how we
imagine these. These activities will complete the general communication activities which will be dedicated to specific
events or projects.
When listing the ideas for promotion activities we tried to play a bit with the name of the project: InnoWave - Innovation
and Wave.
WHAT’S IN THE BOX? – Boxes filled with promotion materials (stickers, ballpoint pens, badges etc) left at several seaside bars and highly frequented places of the city. The content of the boxes can be pulled out only by working together
with a friend/person. The promotion materials and the small game will help in carrying and delivering the message of
Varna 2017. The boxes will be accompanied by staff members, or volunteers who will help in inviting people to play and
to answer any question. We believe that by creating games, communication messages can be delivered more easily.
Contests – we imagined two initial types of contest:
1. Take an object you don’t use and innovate! Create something that can be useful to someone. Add a new feature to the object, but make sure, the new feature is not the same as the initial purpose of the object.
2. Propose a location which can be used for something else. Example: a coffee shop – you can buy/drink coffee
here, but it can also be good for a workshop, book release, etc.
WAVEboarder – cardboard surfer without a head placed in highly frequented places of the city. The head of the surfer
would be cut out, so that anyone can put his/her head behind the cardboard, thus anyone can become the surfer. The
message: surf the wave of the European Youth Capital – meaning, use the given opportunity and make the best out of your
European Youth Capital experience. Every person will be photographed as the EYC surfer, the photos will be published
on the Facebook page of Varna2017.
MESSAGE IN A BOTTLE – What does Varna have to say to Europe? This activity would consist of releasing a “call”: send
your message to Europe in the old-school way. The participants can write down their messages and release them in the sea,
with the help of glass bottles. The messages will be written down on branded papers, which will include the contact details
of the project (Facebook page, official webpage) along with the contact details of the message’s author (name, facebook
page or e-mail). The goal is to track the messages, meaning that after the release of the messages, we will launch another
public call with the aim of letting people know about the sent messages and to invite them to publish a post on the Facebook page of Varna2017 regarding the arrival of the message and their response.
WAVEmob – a project organized in the past and future European Youth Capitals. The idea is simple: gather as many people as possible in one square or location of the city and wave to the other European Youth Capitals. “Wave to …(insert EYC
city name here)…. ”. The people gathered in every EYC city will wave to the others. This will be broadcasted with the help
of internet connection, probably Skype. This can also be a Guinness record attempt: biggest number of people waving at
the same time, in different countries.
TESTIMONIAL VIDEOS AND PUBLICATIONS – during the EYC year, with the help of volunteers, we will create a video which will consist of testimonials and endorsements. The goal is to publish these videos during and after the EYC year
with the aim of promoting the activities, projects, feeling of the programme. After the EYC year we will publish a documentation which will consist of reports regarding the activities, projects, events, volunteers involved in the programme.
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COMMUNICATION CHANNELS
ONLINE A
o

Facebook: we believe that with a good Facebook communication we can reach a critical number of people, who by interacting with the site become promoters of the programme.
Official: the most important Facebook page that can be used throughout the project. The aim is
to have an engaged audience who interact with the page and who by this become promoters of
the programme
Youth NGOs: besides using the official Facebook page, the aim is to strengthen the central communication by cooperating with the involved youth NGOs, who will take the messages published
on the official page and then share them on their own channels.
Partners: the involved partners will also take the messages publish on the official page and share
them on their own pages.

o

Youtube: a good channel to share video materials with our audience. The aim is to create connections
and to create an integrated communication: to post on Facebook the content published on the Youtube
channel of the programme, thus attracting audience to both channels.

o

Instagram: emerging photo-sharing site which is very helpful in delivering messages in forms of photos.
The material published here can directly go to Facebook as well, thus we can attract people to the programme’s Instagram account as well.

o

Website: the official branded website offers more possibilities for publishing larger, longer content. This
channel can also be linked with Facebook, thus, several information can be shared to Facebook directly
from the webpage, ensuring visits to the website.

o

Twitter: a channel good for mostly European level communication. The content published here can also
be linked to the website and the Facebook page of the programme.

o

Newsletter: it can monthly, weekly, it depends on the amount of relevant information that can be sent to
the press or to the volunteers. It is an easy way to send out branded, and targeted information.

o

Local press: online news portals, which can share the messages released by the programme.

OFFLINE A

•
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o

School billboards: easy to use and effective communication targeted on youth in schools.

o

Direct Marketing – DM: mostly done by people. First and foremost, this communication method can be
used to address young people in schools, universities and youth NGOs. We believe that delivering messages with the help of people can have a very high effect on the promotion of the programme.

o

Youth clubs: they have a key role in addressing and mobilizing young people, along with sharing messages published on the different communication channels used by the programme.

o

Printed materials: easy way of leaving behind printed information which, when designed in an attractive
way and when given a special role to them, can carry the released message for a long time, even with the
possibility to be passed-on among the audience members.

o

Outside branding: key element in releasing information to a large number of people. By setting up outside promotion elements, we ensure the method of ad-links: a person sees one of the programme’s ads on
the street, and then meets a message on Facebook. The message will remain in his/her head for an amount
of time, which may bring new followers on the online channels.

o

Events: presentations, face-to-face discussions, or just “printed” presence. Any of these can be of use in
the promotion of the programme and in the mobilization activity.

o

Radio ads: targeted mostly to reach young people, we imagine creating partnerships with local/national
radio stations which can carry the message of the European Youth Capital.

Network of European Youth Capitals: the work with other European Youth Capitals is helpful in terms of promotion in the mobilization and attraction of European young people to Varna.
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TARGET GROUP LEVEL

INFO 2 + AWAR.
1

AWAR. 2 + MOB.
1

MOB. 2

AWAR. 3

2016 July – BASIC + MID + HIGH
2016 Dec.

2017 Jan. – BASIC + MID + HIGH
2017 Dec.

2018 Jan. - BASIC + MID + HIGH
May

INFORMATION
LEVEL
INFO 1.

2016 Jan. – BASIC + MID
2016 June

2014 Nov. – BASIC
2015 Dec.

PERIOD

COMMUNICATION CALENDAR

#innoFEEL

#innoACT

#innoACT

#innoFEEL

#innoFEEL

#innoDARE

#innoDARE

HASHTAG

Feel the change,
edge of your
horizon, feel
new, good,
empowered

Act together,
act to achieve
attract, develop,
inspire

Feel the change
edge of your
horizon, feel
new, good,
empowered
Act together,
act to achieve
attract, develop,inspire

Dare to explore,
feed your mind,
open up, feel the
change, edge of
your horizon,
feel new, good
empowered

Dare to explore,
feed your mind ,
open up

MESSAGE

* NEYC cooperation

* press

* printed materials

* event presence

* partner+own projects * NEYC cooperation (handover ceremony)

* press

* printed materials/city branding

* event presence

* partner+own projects * NEYC cooperation (handover ceremony)

* press

* printed materials/city branding

* event presence

* preparatory projects

* press

* printed materials/city branding

* event presence

* printed materials/city branding

* event presence

* press

HOW

Testimonial videos and
publications

WAVEmob

Message in a bottle

Contests, WAVEboarder

What’s in the box?

EXAMPLE OF ACTIVITY

(graphic source: www.e-volunteerism.com)

We Act Already
Project portfolio under Youth Capitals in Action already financed for Preparation Year 2015

We Act Already
There is already a confirmed portfolio of 10 participative projects implemented during 2015 with funding
from the European Union through the Youth in Action Programme (Strand 4.6, Strategic Partnerships). In
case of earning 2017’s European Youth Capital title, these projects will be part of the first preparatory year for
the InnoWave Varna 2017 Initiative.

1. The Camper – implemented by Power Jump Association
The idea of the initiative is to be created a mobile information center together with a youth tend aiming at promoting the youth organizations and events in the city and the EYC initiatives. The initiative will last 18 months
and it will be implemented in 10 different regions on the territory of Municipality of Varna. It will include 10
activities, events and demonstrations in each region attracting the attention of Varna citizen about the EYC
initiative and the youth dimension in the city life. During the implementation of the initiative events everybody will be able to participate in the organized discussions, presentations, games and other interactive activities. The team travelling together with the camper will be regularly trained to provide up-to-date information
and consultations on youth topics at local, national and European level. The Camper initiative will show high
accessibility of youth information and activities to Varna citizens by demonstrating that the EYC initiative is
people-oriented and available for everybody. The initiative promotes active participation of young people in the
society and integration of isolated youth groups in the urban environment – key areas to be developed when
applying for European Youth Capital.
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2. Mobility Park – implemented by DEMO Association
To foster the increasing interest among young people towards alternative urban mobility, young professionals
in biker, blader, skateboard sports come together to set up a unique meeting point, practice and visibility spot.
The bike park will host a number of other sports and physical activities such as racing, fitness, basketball, footbag net, trampoline, rope climbing, and parkour. The initiative will last 18 months. The team will prepare an
up-to-date and functionally fit design of the park drawing on their experience and knowledge of these sports
and their local dynamics. The design will incorporate European achievements to construct suitable facilities
enriched by local innovation. The initial stage of the construction will bring together young volunteers from the
corresponding subcultures to prepare the plot for construction. To set a good pace and draw the attention of the
community to the future park, the organisers will host several thematic sports activities and promote the site as
a key future venue of local and international significance. The initiative promotes active participation of young
people in the society, development of open space for youth culture, informal learning and youth cooperation –
key areas to be developed when applying for European Youth Capital.

3. Skate Zone – implemented by Skate Park Varna
The Skate Zone initiative includes the development of a special space for young people with interest in skating
activities. The zone will be set in the central part of Varna, it will last 18 months and will engage the youth community in an important youth sub-culture as skating will; it provide different activities to young people related
with skate and will give them a space for socializing, building new relationships and practicing physically active
lifestyle. Young people will be able to learn from older skaters in the city that are emblematic for the sport at
local and national level, which will keep them motivated and give them the chance for experiential learning by
example. The activities will help young people to develop social skills, self-esteem, and concentration skills. The
Skate Zone initiative is an attractive way to involve young people and to show that the EYC initiative is a diversity of various young people interests and cultures. The initiative promotes active participation of young people in
the society, development of open space for youth culture, informal learning and youth cooperation – key areas
to be developed when applying for European Youth Capital.

4. Volunteer Today, Youth Leader Tomorrow – implemented by
Youth Information Voluntary Center
The initiative has the aim to attract and develop volunteers in order to create a sustainable voluntary team supporting the European Youth Capital initiative. The activities will include recruitment, orientation, non-formal
training, motivation and development of 60 volunteers that will be separated in different working groups related
with the main themes of the application of Varna for European Youth Capital. The volunteers working groups
will organize different youth events covering the main topics and themes of the EYC initiative. There will be
developed a wide information campaign including published and distributed a bulletin promoting the main
EYC activities and initiatives in Varna (9 editions); series of press-conferences, presentations and mobile information boards promoting the EYC initiative and volunteering as a key instrument to united young people for a
common cause. The activities are distributed within 18 months. The initiative promotes active participation of
young people in the society, informal learning, and new and innovative approaches to youth employment – key
areas to be developed when applying for European Youth Capital.
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5. Youth Media – implemented by ORV
The initiative includes the elaboration of a variety of video materials presenting all the steps of the preparation
and eventual implementation of the youth sector in Varna for EYC initiative. There will be presented different
youth events and will be elaborated promoting videos with famous personalities supporting the application of
Varna for European Youth Capital. There will be created partnerships with big web portals in order to reach
wide public. There will be elaborated audio spots to be broadcasted in Bulgarian and international radios. The
activities will last 18 months and will be implemented by a team of 15 volunteers trained in advance in the field
of journalism, electronic media and audio-visual arts. The initiative promotes active participation of young
people in the society, informal learning, and new and innovative approaches to youth employment – key areas
to be developed when applying for European Youth Capital.

6. “Karantinata” Cinema Festival – implemented by DEDAL Association
The main aim of the initiative is to support and promote young artists (16 – 30 years old) with interest in the
creation of short movies. The activities of the initiative will last 14 months and will include non-formal trainings
and working meetings with the participants in order to support the in the process of preparing own production.
With the created productions of all the participants there will be organized a short movies cinema festival as an
open space for youth culture. The Karantinata Cinema Festival support the EYC initiative by supporting young
artists and removing them from the “quarantine” condition to be isolated from the artistic world of successful
and developed artists. The organizers have the idea to make the festival an annual event and a place for international networking, partnership building and non-formal meetings in a long-term perspective. The festival
itself will be implemented twice within the project. The initiative promotes the development of open space for
youth culture, informal learning, and new and innovative approaches to youth employment – key areas to be
developed when applying for European Youth Capital.

7. FUN CAPITAL – implemented by Varna Youth Festival Association
The FUN CAPITAL will last 18 months and will offer to young people of Varna a regular and long-term cycle of
large scale initiatives including healthy leisure time activities and effective involvement of local youth. There will
be implemented 5 one-day big events, 10 trainings and a series of working meetings in order to involve young
people, youth organizations and non-formal groups in the process of preparing, organizing and implementing
local events as key moment to make them active participants in the preparation and implementation of a EYC
initiative. Trainings will be focused on capacity building and exchanging of good practices and in three of them
will be invited guests from organizations experienced in organizing big youth events. Working meetings will be
organized to involve participants in the practical part of planning and organizing an event. All participants will
be involved in the implementation of all 5 events within the initiative in order to apply the approach of learning
by doing and provide them with real on-the-field experience in youth events organization and management.
The FUN CAPITAL supports the EYC initiative by supporting the local youth sector to work together, to build
up partnerships and networking, and to build local capacity on organizing big youth events. The initiative promotes active participation of young people in the society, development of open space for youth culture, space
for informal learning, new and innovative approaches to youth employment and multiculturalism – key areas
to be developed when applying for European Youth Capital.
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8. United Youth for Varna – implemented by EYC 2016 Initiative
Team (in a process of registering a legal entity)
The main aim of the initiative is to support sustainable team and group environment for the core-team and the
volunteers within the EYC initiative. Big part of this initiative is focused on developing long-term partnerships
with local, national and international youth NGO, stakeholders and different actors in the youth, social and educational field. This initiative will last 18 months and includes several info-meetings with citizens, focus-group
meeting with youth workers, training for team-building and team-sustainability and info and promotional
events for the EYC initiative. This initiative is crucial for the smooth process of EYC partnerships and international contacts. The initiative promotes active participation of young people in the society, space for informal
learning, new and innovative approaches to youth employment and youth cooperation – key areas to be developed when applying for European Youth Capital.

9. Social Inclusion through Theatre – implemented by Phoenix
Association
The main aim of the initiative is to include young people with fewer opportunities in the process of preparation
and eventual implementation of Varna – European Youth Capital 2016 initiative. They will be included as active
participants by applying the methods of theatre and performing arts. The youth initiative includes the creation
of two theatre performances within 12 months and the performing of the two final theatre products before local
public of Varna and regional and national theatre forums among Bulgaria. There will included 30 young people,
10 of which will be youngsters with fewer opportunities, mainly physical disabilities. Some of the outcomes of
this initiative will be that the European Youth Capital initiative will be promoted national-wide as an inclusive
initiative, while giving the opportunity to people with fewer opportunities to be active and empowering them
as organizers of initiatives hosted and promoted EYC initiative. The initiative promotes integration of young
people with fewer opportunities through the development of open space for youth culture – key areas to be
developed when applying for European Youth Capital

10. StartUp City – implemented by NGO “Soul Awards”
StartUp City is a 18-month initiative with the main goal to mentor and coach 90 young entrepreneurs and
inventors from Varna and it is built on the apprentice – master education concept where each participant
has to start and develop his/her own website (apprentice cycle, first 6 months), build and develop a team of 5
associates (journeyman cycle, second 6 months), and recruit and train 5 new apprentices (master cycle, last 6
months). To achieve the goal of the project, a shared co-working space will be established in Varna. The project
will create a sustainable startup environment in Varna and will allow motivated young entrepreneurs to communicate and develop their projects from the comfort of a shared working space. The initiative is focused on
the development of new and innovative approaches to youth employment.
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Preparation of the EYC
The preparation for the year 2017 shall be segmented into 4 distinctive periods:

• 2015/I, with the main focus on the institutional background, youth policies and decisions, local based.
• 2015/II, with the main focus on partnership building and networking, local and national level general
awareness, special cooperation with the YFJ and local level public preparation events.

• 2016/I, with a focus on partnership building and on financial resources from different levels, and a
growing operational cooperation with the YFJ and the Network of European Youth Capitals.

• 2016/II, with a focus on preparation events, hosting the YFJ, partnerships and networks, and a second
set of local level youth policy decisions.

During the preparatory period, there are several KEY PRIORITIES to be dealt with:

P01. Institutional Background and Management
2015/I
2015/II
2016/I
2016/II
***
*
**
**
Creating the management structure of the EYC, creating the broader cooperation mechanisms through which
partners and other stakeholders can take ownership in the EYC Program.
P02. Partnerships and Networks
2015/I
2015/II
2016/I
2016/II
*
***
***
Tools for partnerships, joint detailed program planning, internal communication platforms, creating the full
program with a large pool of local, regional, national and European partners.

P03. FunCity- (local preparatory actions, projects)

2015/I
2015/II
2016/I
2016/II
*
***
**
***
Two preparatory FunCity- events involving a large pool of local youth NGOs, other partners and stakeholders
will be organized. FunCity is an existing model that will be enhanced for a full European feature until 2017.

P04. Youth policies and decisions

2015/I
2015/II
2016/I
2016/II
***
*
**
***
This priority will manage the necessary decisions and the creation of policies in creating the surroundings for
a proper management, and cooperation for EYC2017.
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P05. Black Sea Youth

2015/I

2015/II
2016/I
2016/II
*
**
**
A special attention will be given for all activities regarding the strategic priority related to Varna’s and its youth’
role in the Black Sea Region, including investments and institutional cooperation.

P06. European Youth Forum and the Network of European Youth Capitals

2015/I
2015/II
2016/I
2016/II
*
**
**
***
This component puts focus on the cooperation with these organizations and networks, with a special emphasis
on project-based cooperation-planning in EYC2017.

2015/I

P07. Public awareness, PR and communication

2015/II
2016/I
2016/II
**
***
Except the basic, general communication activities, this priority sets the specific relationships the EYC program wants to have with different target groups and stakeholders. In order to build these relationships, a set of
awareness raising and interactive campaigns will be put in place.

2015/I

P08. Financial Planning, Resource management

2015/II
2016/I
2016/II
**
***
**
We will pay special attention on project planning and creating requests for grants towards local, national and
European resources, including public institutions and private companies.

MONITORING THE PREPARATION
The preparatory phase for the European Youth Capital Program will also be monitored through a set of
indicators, those are correlated to the general indicators monitored during the whole EYC2017 process.
Indicators in this phase will be monitored at internal management level.
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INTERIM EXTENDED EVALUATION adds data to the
normal interim evaluation based on reports provided
by partner organizations and experts (media coverage,
tourism, etc.) based on an extended set of indicators
provided during the EYC year (Q13-Q16).

Description
INTERIM EVALUATION will be managed on quarterly
basis. From this point of view, the EYC is seen as a
process consisting of 16 quarters (Q1-Q16). Interim
evaluation will monitor results based on A set
indicators and will take place immediately after
closing each quarter.

IMPACT EVALUATION

PROGRAM AND
DISSEMINATION
EVALUATION

2018 and will set the basis for the specific
dissemination activities during 2018. The final
evaluation will be made public in the InnoWave
Report 2017 during Q2/2018.
PROGRAM AND DISSEMINATION EVALUATION will be
an enhanced evaluation including results of the
dissemination activities which take place during 2018.
The InnoWave Extended Report 2017 will be made
public in Q1/2019.
IMPACT EVALUATION will take place in the beginning
of 2021, after data will be available for 3 full years after
the EYC.

PROGRAM EVALUATION PROGRAM EVALUATION will take place in the Q1 of

INTERIM EXTENDED
EVALUATION

INTERIM EVALUATION

Activity/Quarter

Annex VJ. - B
MONITORING AND EVALUATING THE EUROPEAN YOUTH CAPITAL

* * * *

* * * * * * * * * * * * *

* * * * *

* *

2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
Q1Q2Q3Q4Q1Q2Q3Q4Q1Q2Q3Q4Q1Q2Q3Q4Q1Q2Q3Q4Q1Q2Q3Q4Q1Q2
* * * * * * * * * * * *

MONITORING AND EVALUATING THE
EUROPEAN YOUTH CAPITAL

Evaluation
We consider EYC2017 as a monitoring process of 5+3 years (1-bid, 2-preparation, 1-implementation, 1-evaluation&dissemination, +3-impact monitoring).
A. INTERIM EVALUATION will be managed on quarterly basis. From this point of view, the EYC is seen
as a process consisting of 16 quarters (Q1-Q16). Interim evaluation will monitor results based on A
set indicators and will take place immediately after closing each quarter.
B. INTERIM EXTENDED EVALUATION adds data to the normal interim evaluation based on reports
provided by partner organizations and experts (media coverage, tourism, etc.) based on an extended set
of indicators provided during the EYC year (Q13-Q16).
C. PROGRAM EVALUATION will take place in the Q1 of 2018 and will set the basis for the specific dissemination activities during 2018. The final evaluation will be made public in the InnoWave Report
2017 during Q2/2018.
D. PROGRAM AND DISSEMINATION EVALUATION will be an enhanced evaluation including results
of the dissemination activities which take place during 2018. The InnoWave Extended Report 2017
will be made public in Q1/2019.
E. IMPACT EVALUATION will take place in the beginning of 2021, after data will be available for 3 full
years after the EYC.

EVALUATION OUTPUTS:
•

Interim Internal Reports: each quarter, based on monitoring results by internal indicators

•

InnoWave Report 2017 – Q1/2018, based on data provided by internal and partner reports

•

InnoWave Extended Report 2017 – Q1/2019, based on initial report plus dissemination results

•

InnoWave Impact Report 2017 – Q1/2021, based on impact monitoring data provided during 20182020.

MONITORING AND EVALUATION will be coordinated by a special group of the central management with
professional academic help. Specific indicators will be identified during the 1st stage of preparation that helps
monitoring all stages of the EYC.
MPACT MONITORING AND EVALUATION and evaluation will be managed by a specific post-EYC management structure within the City Hall, with the help of youth NGO experts.
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Legacy
THE LEGACY OF INNOWAVE VARNA 2017 WILL BE A NEW VARNA.
The programme, will result in a new and improved reputation for Varna at both NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL
LEVEL, will bring new contacts for and interest in the Bulgarian and local youth sector, the business community and the
public sphere in general. The ability to maintain the gloss of having been the first Bulgarian city to become a European
Youth Capital beyond 2017 will be another benefit arising from this initiative.

At a LOCAL LEVEL we will benefit from the establishment of new organisational models for work in the youth field, better organisational models for working with educational and social institutions and the business sector, a new management
structure for coordination of youth-related events in the city, rediscovered and reconverted unused spaces for events, an
increased organizational capacity of youth NGOs, newly established and strengthened partnerships, a pool of professionalized youth workers, volunteers engaged in the processes of urban development.

The management structures, organizations and the developed culture of cross-sectorial cooperation will have a longterm role in nurturing the legacy and building on the impact and multiplying effects of EYC2017. THIS IS A KEY
SUSTAINABILITY ELEMENT OF OUR PROGRAM.
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InnoWave Beyond Legacy
Extended Legacy of 2017’s European Youth Capital
INNOWAVE VARNA 2017 WILL HAVE AN IMPORTANT LEGACY NOT ONLY AT LOCAL AND NATIONAL
LEVEL, BUT ALSO FOR THE VERY SPECIFIC EUROPEAN REGION OUR CITY IS SITUATED IN.
The planned activities will FOSTER COOPERATION AT THE LOCAL, NATIONAL, REGIONAL AND EUROPEAN
LEVEL AND WILL BRING ABOUT A GENERAL FEELING OF LOCAL PRIDE, AT THE SAME TIME STRENGTHENING OUR EUROPEAN IDENTITY.

Legacy for Varna
INNOWAVE VARNA 2017 WILL FOSTER URBAN, SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT in a very unique
way by changing attitudes and expectations about what young people are capable of achieving, once given the chance to
participate in the decision-making process

Through the European Youth Capital programme Varna will change its own expectations about what it is capable of
achieving with the POWER OF YOUNG PEOPLE.
The EYC title will give us the CREATIVE CONFIDENCE we so desperately need to bring about genuine, visible change.
This will all result in an INCREASED SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY and a decrease in corruption, brain-drain and absenteeism in elections, enabling ECONOMICAL AND INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT, creating a more complex and positive attitude towards Bulgaria amongst European youngsters.
The planned activities will FOSTER COOPERATION AND A GENERAL FEELING OF LOCAL PRIDE, resulting in
an increased sense of responsibility and a decrease in corruption, brain-drain and absenteeism in elections; will bring
economical and infrastructural development (support for start-ups, Black Sea Youth Center) and will change the way
Europe sees our city.

We will have lived through a 5 + 3 years of INTENSE COMMUNICATION ABOUT OUR CITY’S VIBRANT YOUTH
SCENE, which will generate a considerable amount of energy for raising the quality of youth work in Varna, Bulgaria and
the region, also raising aspiration and ambition towards active participation of young people (and not only) in similar
initiatives.
Getting the chance to show more of ourselves to Europe, TO BECOME A MODEL IN SOCIAL INNOVATION, A DESTINATION FOR YOUNG PEOPLE ALL OVER THE CONTINENT and in the same time learning about ourselves, our
limits and potential will help us reach the maturity our city truly needs.
COMING TO TERMS WITH OUR STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES and applying all what is learned in this process
in future development processes is giving us a chance for better future.
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Legacy for Bulgaria
Bulgaria lies at the crossroads of the West and the Balkan world, it is a place somewhere between Syria and
Ukraine, carrying all the cultural inheritance and genes transmitted by the nations that formed and transformed
it throughout the centuries, each of them enriching it and giving it a distinct flavor.
By having one of its most important cities holding the title of the European Youth Capital, BULGARIA WILL
HAVE THE CHANCE TO SHOW THIS RICHNESS AND ITS STRATEGIC IMPORTANCE TO EUROPE.
Instead of being a periphery, it will become for the first time a EUROPEAN CENTER AND A DESTINATION
FOR SOCIAL INNOVATION, offering the best and latest solutions to important problems, which can be used,
transformed and remixed all over the world.

Legacy for the Regio
In the process of envisioning Europe through the eyes of the youth WE WILL CREATE CONTACTS AND
SYNERGIES WITH REGIONS OF EUROPE WHICH ARE NOT PART OF THE EUROPEAN UNION
BUT ARE OPEN FOR COOPERATION.
We would mention here the specific situation of Southeast Europe, the Balkans and the Black Sea Region
– what helps us is the geographical proximity and our closeness as culture, sharing a common history and
common struggle.
A FOCUSED REGIONAL COOPERATION WILL LEAD TO GREATER MUTUAL TRUST BETWEEN
THE YOUNG PEOPLE AND CITIZENS of the countries involved (and also among citizens and policy makers) and contributes more effectively to the process of elimination of certain barriers and resolving specific
conflicts that stand in the way of the dynamic development of the region. Considering the great confluence
of cultures in the Black Sea region, a better cooperation at a regional level and an effective dialogue would be
beneficial also outside the region.

Legacy for Europe
OUR LEGACY TO EUROPE AND FUTURE EUROPEAN YOUTH CAPITALS will be a novel and useful
solution to the changing social needs and problems of young people, an alternative perspective to existing approaches, a new model of social innovation through youth empowerment and participation.
SOCIAL INNOVATION will not start with a complete change in society as a whole.
It will start from much smaller groups of people who share a common habitat, or common interests, from the
communities we belong to and the people we know.
THE TIPPING POINT OF EUROPEAN SOCIAL INNOVATION CAN START FROM VARNA.
We can show a working new model to Europe on how social innovation is able to accelerate, catalyze, dynamize and activate social processes. The uniqueness of perspective and the courageous and innovative attitude we base our
programme on can provide Europe with a totally new approach in the process of European development.
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(graphic source: www.e-volunteerism.com)

Extended Legacy of 2017’s European Youth Capital
InnoWave Beyond
InnoWave Varna 2017 will have an important legacy not only at local and national level, but also for the
very specific European region our city is situated in. Moreover, our legacy to Europe and future European
Youth Capitals will be a novel and useful solution to the changing social needs and problems of young
people, an alternative perspective to existing approaches, a new model of social innovation through youth
empowerment and participation.
InnoWave Varna 2017 will foster urban, social and economic development in a very unique way by changing
attitudes and expectations about what young people are capable of achieving, once given the chance to participate in the decision-making process. The EYC title will give us the creative confidence we so desperately need
to bring about genuine, visible change. The planned activities will foster cooperation at the local, national,
regional and European level and will bring about a general feeling of local pride, at the same time strengthening our European identity. This will all result in an increased sense of responsibility and a decrease in
corruption, brain-drain and absenteeism in elections, enabling economical and infrastructure development,
creating a more complex and positive attitude towards Bulgaria amongst European youngsters.
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For Varna
Through the European Youth Capital programme Varna will change its own expectations about what it is capable of achieving with the power of young people. The EYC title will give us the creative confidence we so
desperately need to bring about genuine, visible change. The planned activities will foster cooperation and a
general feeling of local pride, resulting in an increased sense of responsibility and a decrease in corruption,
brain-drain and absenteeism in elections; will bring economical and infrastructural development (support
for start-ups, Black Sea Youth Center) and will change the way Europe sees our city.
Getting the chance to show more of ourselves to Europe, to become a model in social innovation, a destination
for young people all over the continent and in the same time learning about ourselves, our limits and potential
will help us reach the maturity our city truly needs. Coming to terms with our strengths and weaknesses and
applying all what is learned in this process in future development processes is giving us a chance for better future.

For Bulgaria
Bulgaria lies at the crossroads of the West and the Balkan world, it is a place somewhere between Syria and
Ukraine, carrying all the cultural inheritance and genes transmitted by the nations that formed and transformed
it throughout the centuries, each of them enriching it and giving it a distinct flavor. By having one of its most
important cities holding the title of the European Youth Capital, Bulgaria will have the chance to show this
richness and its strategic importance to Europe. Instead of being a periphery, it will become for the first time
a European center and a destination for social innovation, offering the best and latest solutions to important
problems, which can be used, transformed and remixed all over the world.

For the Region
In the process of envisioning Europe through the eyes of the youth we will create contacts and synergies
with regions of Europe which are not part of the European Union but are open for cooperation. We would
mention here the specific situation of Southeast Europe, the Balkans and the Black Sea Region – what helps us
is the geographical proximity and our closeness as culture, sharing a common history and common struggle.
A focused regional cooperation will lead to greater mutual trust between the young people and citizens
of the countries involved (and also among citizens and policy makers) and contributes more effectively to
the process of elimination of certain barriers and resolving specific conflicts that stand in the way of the
dynamic development of the region. Considering the great confluence of cultures in the Black Sea region, a
better cooperation at a regional level and an effective dialogue would be beneficial also outside the region.

For Europe
Social innovation will not start with a complete change in society as a whole. It will start from much smaller
groups of people who share a common habitat, or common interests, from the communities we belong to and
the people we know. The tipping point of European Social Innovation can start from Varna.
We can show a working new model to Europe on how social innovation is able to accelerate, catalyze, dynamize and activate social processes. The uniqueness of perspective and the courageous and innovative attitude we
base our programme on can provide Europe with a totally new approach in the process of European development.
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STRUCTURING THE BUDGET OF INNOWAVE
I.

EXPENSES

The budget is preliminary and estimative. Upon entitlement of Varna for EYC 2017, a detailed budget shall be
prepared. The proposed budget covers years 2015-2018.

1. DIRECT PROJECT COSTS
For this phase, indicative sums are defined as a general financial framework and will be detailed accordingly
as the planning process of the EYC continues. Budget categories are based on the activity categories defined by
the General Call for 2017’s EYC. These categories constitute horizontal priorities in the Programme.

•

Active participation of young people in society - 795,000 EUR - 22%

•

Open space for youth culture – 414,000 EUR - 12%

•

Informal learning and intergenerational dialogue – 690,000 EUR - 20%

•

Innovation in youth employment - 483,000 EUR - 14%

•

Multiculturalism and integration - 483,000 EUR - 14%

•

International youth cooperation - 621,000 EUR-18%

SUBTOTAL: 3,450,000 EUR
Monitoring of percentages will be possible through indicators set for every horizontal priority. Thus each project’s cost can have a connection with several horizontal budget categories.
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Monitoring of percentages will be possible through indicators set for every horizontal priority. Thus each project’s cost can have a connection with several horizontal budget categories.
2. INDIRECT INVESTMENT, MANAGEMENT AND COMMUNICATION COSTS
Besides the resources planned for the year’s activities, additional financing for reconstruction of youth infrastructure, preparation, implementation and communication management of the year shall be allocated as follows:
•

Reconstruction and investment youth infrastructure - 1,135,000 EUR

•

Preparation and implementation management - 200,000 EUR

•

Communication costs- 165,000 EUR

SUBTOTAL: 1,500,000 EUR
TOTAL EXPENSES: 4,950,000 EUR
II. INCOME
1. MULTILAYER APPROACH IN GENERATING INCOME FOR THE EYC
Generating income by combination of different sources, main and additional, through an integrated financial
management. Funding will not go through a single institution, thus enable a fundraising approach with several
partners involved.
2. MAIN INCOME SOURCES (95%)
Main income source build on key stakeholders of a European Youth Capital Programme at local, national and
European level, mostly private and public donors.
a. Local budget (estimated 43% of total): direct allocation from the Municipality of Varna budget is a
key funding source, also an additional income in order to contribute for national and European grants.
b. National institutions (estimate a level of presence 10%): several national institutions (youth, education, tourism, SMEs, sport) are stakeholders of the EYC Programme.
c. Private sponsors (estimated 14%): with a high local, national and European visibility, Bulgarian private
companies and national branches of multinationals are stakeholders of the EYC, as it targets the most
dynamic consumer market.
d. Grant schemes and programmes (estimated 28%): Income through projects financed by grant schemes
(Erasmus+, Europe for Citizens, Creative Europe, national grant schemes).
3. ADDITIONAL INCOME SOURCES (5%)
Additional income sources focus on not usual means of organizing funds. These approaches in a youth programme also give an extra boost of innovation on assumptions regarding visibility, interest, but also participation (through crowdfunding).
a. Crowdfunding (estimated 2%): as a special form of participation and social innovation, crowdfunding
will enable a system of special community involvement in grassroots youth activities. Crowdfunding is
especially handy for grassroots projects of individual groups.
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a.
b. Merchandising (estimated 1.5%): a small part of the additional sources of income will be made available via commercial activities related to PR material of the EYC such as t-shirts, cups, hats, and a set of
others. This income will be made available for financing grassroots projects of local informal groups.
c. Event income (estimated 1.5%): Key moments of the EYC might have a small entrance fee to cover
direct costs related to that specific event. This income will also be available for financing grassroots
projects.
IMAGING THE BUDGET (Annexes)
For us, imaging the budget means putting it into different perspectives in order to offer a clear picture about the
scale of involvement. The following representations are attached to this bid:
•

Expenditure based on KFPs and general communication and management costs

•

Cost analysis on flagship projects and other functioning costs, in relation to horizontal priorities

•

Income analysis on KFPs and their possible funding sources

Project direct

KFP01 Black Sea Youth
Center
KFP02 FunCity+
KFP03 InnoJump
KFP04 InnoThinkTank
KFP05 InnoCenter
KFP06 Varna on the Map
KFP07 InnoMove
KFP08 VVS - Varna Voluntary Service
KFP09 Varna Youth Participation
KFP10 The Youth Pro
KFP11 Network of Community Centers
KFP12 VYMC - Varna Youth
Media Academy
KFP13 Project for Millions
KFP14 Network of European Youth Capitals
General Communication
(***)
General Overheads (****)
TOTAL

Investment Communication
(*)

Management
(**)

TOTAL

138 500

550 000

9 695

11 080

709 275

227 500
228 000
93 500
350 000
198 000
129 000
93 500

140 000
170 000
0
0
0
0
0

15 925
15 960
6 545
24 500
13 860
9 030
6 545

18 200
18 240
7 480
28 000
15 840
10 320
7 480

401 625
432 200
107 525
402 500
227 700
148 350
107 525

482 000

0

33 740

38 560

554 300

365 000
75 000

0
150 000

25 550
5 250

29 200
6 000

419 750
236 250

245 000

125 000

17 150

19 600

406 750

238 000
137 000

0
0

16 660
9 590

19 040
10 960

273 700
157 550

0

0

200 000

0

200 000

0

0

0

165 000

165 000

3 000 000

1 135 000

410 000

405 000

4 950 000
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Memorandum of Understanding
Memorandum of Understanding on Support for Varna2017 European Youth Capital Initiative and created Varna Action Group for Youth
During the last two months of preparation for the second phase of the bidding process the Varna Candidate
City for EYC 2017 received the strong support and commitment from locally and nationally represented youth
NGOs for further development of the initiative and the set vision, actions and priorities. On a specially organized meeting-discussion on the challenges of the Varna 2017, the represented organizations signed a Memorandum of Understanding in support of the initiative, establishing the ground platform of Varna Action Group for
Youth (a total of 30 organizations) engaged with the process, keeping the ethic standards and contributing with
their knowledge, competences and capacity for the successful following of the set up goals.
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Letters of Support
Prezident of the Republic of Bulgaria
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Prime Minister of Republic of Bulgaria
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Ministry of Youth and Sports

РЕПУБЛИКА БЪЛГАРИЯ
Министерство на младежта и спорта

до

Г-Н ИВАН ПОРТНИХ,
КМЕТ НА ГРАД ВАРНА

УВАЖАЕМИ ГОСПОДИН ПОРТНИХ,

Удоволствие е за мен да подкрепя Вас и Вашия град в
надпреварата за Европейска Младежка Столица - 2017.
През последните години Варна се утвърди като града с най-бързо
развиващата се младежка политика в България. С богатото си
историческо наследство Морската ни столица е не само място за
активна почивка, но и средище на културния туризъм.
Благодарение на успешните Ви действия в областта на младежта,
градът привлича все повече млади хора, които успешно се реализират
на Ваша територия. Малко общини у нас могат да се похвалят с
нарастване на младото си население, което има ясна перспектива за
бъдещето и възможности за професионална изява.
Варна вече не е само Морската столица на България, тя е и
нашата Младежка столица! Град изпълнен с енергия и живот, който
може да се гордее с жители, реализиращи мечтите си на територията
му.
Пожелавам успех на Вас и Вашите съграждани и вярвам, че
заслужавате титлата Европейска Младежка Столица - 2017!

ЕВГЕНИЯ РАДАНОВА,
МИНИСТЪР НА МЛАДЕЖ!
октомври 2014 г.
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Bulgarian Members of the European Parliament
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National Association of Bulgarian Municipalities
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Municipal Info Center
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Scouts of Greece
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Scouts of Macedonia
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Varna 9001
Bulgaria Youth Center,
Blvd. “Car Osavoboditel” 27

varna2017.bg
info@varna2017.bg
facebook.com/varna2017
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